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Abstract 
This thesis considers the beverage classification at Systembolaget, the Swedish alcohol monopoly. 
In order to help customers with the pairing of food and beverages, Systembolaget has developed a 
classification system with three classification elements: the flavour type, which describes the ove-
rall character of the beverage; the flavour graphics, which indicate levels of flavour experiences; 
and the food symbols, which are pictures that indicate various kinds of food. This thesis studies 
how Systembolaget classifies their beverages and how Systembolaget employees use classification 
elements in customer interactions. This study made use of genre theory as conceived by Jack An-
dersen and the concept of classification in context as conceived by Jens-Erik Mai. Genre theory 
informed the method. 

The study consisted of an interview with product informers at Systembolaget and a survey 
sent out to store employees. The interview revealed that Systembolaget’s classification system is 
standardised and the classification of beverages is methodological. The classification elements are 
assigned sensorially. Assigned flavour graphics affect the choice of flavour type. Food symbols are 
determined through the flavour graphics and flavour type. The survey revealed that store employe-
es primarily use flavour types and flavour graphics and do so practically, by recommending beve-
rages, or pedagogically, with the goal of teaching customer about beverages and Systembolaget's 
classification. The food symbols are not useful for those with in-depth knowledge of wine and 
food pairings but are sometimes relied upon by customers. Employees’ use of classification ele-
ments was dependent on their genre knowledge. The practical and pedagogical approaches were 
genres of activity that realised the classification into viable tools rather than just descriptive ele-
ments. This is a two years master’s thesis in Archive, Library and Museum studies. 

Abstract (sv) 
Denna uppsats handlar om Systembolagets dryckesklassifikation. För att hjälpa kunder att matcha 
mat och dryck har Systembolaget utvecklat ett klassifikationssystem med tre klassifikationsaspek-
ter: smaktypen, som beskriver dryckens karaktär, smakklockorna, som beskriver olika smakupple-
velser, och matsymbolerna, bilder som indikerar ett användningsområde. Uppsatsen studerar hur 
Systembolaget klassificerar drycker och hur butiksanställda använder sig av klassifikationsaspek-
terna i kundmöten. Denna studie använde sig av genreteori som konstruerad av Jack Andersen och 
Jens-Erik Mais tankar om klassifikation i kontext. Genreteori inspirerade metoden.  

Studien bestod av en intervju med produktinformatörer på Systembolaget och en enkät som 
skickades till butiksanställda. Intervjun visade att Systembolagets klassifikationssystem är stan-
dardiserat och att dryckerna klassificeras metodiskt. Klassifikationsaspekterna tilldelas sensorsikt, 
där de tilldelade smakklockorna påverkar valet av smaktyper och matsymbolerna bestäms med 
hjälp av smakklockorna och smaktyperna. Enkäten visade att butiksanställda främst använde sig 
av smaktyperna och smakklockorna och gjorde detta praktiskt, genom att rekommendera drycker, 
eller pedagogiskt, där målet var att lära kunderna om dryckerna och klassifikationssystemet. Mat-
symbolerna var inte användbara för de som har kunskap om mat och dryck men användes av kun-
der. Anställdas användning av klassifikationssystemet låg i deras genrekunskap. De praktiska och 
pedagogiska synsätten var genrer av aktivitet som förverkligade klassifikationen till användbara 
verktyg istället för enbart beskrivande aspekter. 

Ämnesord 
Klassifikation, säljare, biblioteks- och informationsvetenskap, vinhandel, mat- och vinkombine-
ring 
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Introduction 

Classification is part of every person’s life, whether they are conscious of it or 
not. It might be hard to overlook the fact that books are classified in a library, but 
one may not necessarily consider that objects outside the library are classified, 
too. The groupings of, for instance, different kinds of pasta sauces in a grocery 
store is taken for granted but is nonetheless a case of classification in action. 
Geoffrey C. Bowker and Susan Leigh Star have written about these classifications 
in everyday life, stating that to “classify is human” and that “[n]ot all classifica-
tions take formal shape or are standardized in commercial and bureaucratic pro-
ducts.”  This is true – one can consider the placement of baking chocolate toget1 -
her with vanilla extract as both are baking ingredients. It is one of these commer-
cial and standardised classification systems that I wish to study. This is not a clas-
sification used worldwide, but one which affects seven and a half million Swedes, 
namely the beverage classification of Systembolaget, the Swedish alcohol mono-
poly. 

Aim and objective 
This thesis intends to study the classification of Systembolaget, the Swedish alco-
hol monopoly. As the only store legally permitted to sell alcoholic beverages with 
more than 3.5 per cent alcohol by volume while at the same time working to keep 
the societal harm from alcohol at a minimum, Systembolaget puts great focus on 
the combination of food and wine or other alcoholic beverages, and employees at 
the monopoly therefore have a prerogative to help customers with the pairing of 
food and wine. This thesis will deal with a key aspect of the way Systembolaget 
communicate with their customers, namely the classification system that can be 
found on the shelf labels. 

Each wine, beer, spirit and so on that is sold at the Swedish alcohol monopoly 
has a shelf label, where one can read about the item in detail. The label is part of 
the so-called mechanical customer interaction (mekaniska kundmötet), helping the 
customer in much the same way as the store employees do.  Apart from the price 2

and name of the product, one can find out the alcohol percent by volume, sugar 
content per litre, and tasting notes. The shelf label also includes Systembolaget’s 
three classification elements: the flavour graphics, flavour type and food symbols, 
all of which serve to describe the beverage and indicate food pairings. The inten-
tion was to include an example of the typical product label, but for reasons not 
fully disclosed, a legal representative from Systembolaget would not grant me 

 Bowker & Starr (2000), 1.1

 The term “mechanical customer interaction” is a phrase used specifically at Systembolaget.2
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permission to include a real product label in this work. However, because I belie-
ve that it is important for the reader to know what the Systembolaget shelf label 
looks like, Figure 1 displays a model of a typical shelf label at Systembolaget. 
This is not an exact replica of what one would find in-store, but it is close enough 
to help with visualising the shelf label when reading this thesis. 

Figure 1: A model of a typical shelf label 

Source: Modelled on the Systembolaget shelf labels found in-store, created in Seashore image edi-
tor. 

The circles represent the three flavour graphics (see Table 1), which are labelled 
to make it clear to the customer which flavour aspect is referred to in the flavour 
graphic. The four squares represent the food symbols (see Table 5). A shelf label 
can fit at most four food symbols, but may include fewer.  

This thesis will consider the three elements of Systembolaget’s classification 
of beverages: the flavour graphics, flavour types and food symbols. My objective 
is to investigate the ways in which Systembolaget classify their products and how 
these classifications are used by employees at Systembolaget. Thus, my goal can 
be phrased as two connected questions: 

• How does Systembolaget classify their beverages? 

• How are these classification elements used by store employees in customer inte-
ractions? 

In order to provide a useful analysis, this thesis will focus on primarily wine but 
also beer classification, as these are the most popular beverages sold at Systembo-
laget with the most developed classifications. Other beverages, such as cider, 
whisky and fortified wine, are also classified, but these are more marginal beve-
rage categories and thus not included in this work. The decision to focus on how 
store employees use the classification rather than considering customers’ usage 
was made because Systembolaget employees have more consistent experience 
using the classification elements, as these are part of their everyday work, and 
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they are thus more likely to have reflected on their usage of the flavour types, fla-
vour graphics and food symbols. Choosing to focus on people who are well-ac-
quainted with the classification system in question will in turn provide results that 
are conducive to a focused and in-depth analysis. 

The idea for research project comes from my experience as an employee at 
Systembolaget. In interactions with customers I was intrigued by how they would 
make use of the information on the shelf label, coupled with the way they consi-
dered my comments and recommendations, that were also based on the shelf la-
bel. I realised that in many ways, the shelves at Systembolaget were not too diffe-
rent from those of a library – the classification at both places is methodological 
and structured, and was created with the aim of helping customers or patrons find 
what they are looking for. Thus, it seemed natural for me to combine my personal 
interest in how Systembolaget’s classification system works with my professional 
interest in library classification. 

Being employed at Systembolaget, there are a number of issues I must be 
aware of during this project. For one, I enter into this research project with a 
number of preconceptions and expectations that I would not have if I were an out-
sider conducting this study. As I already know how the beverage classifications 
can be used, this has helped me prepare questions for the interview and the survey, 
and understanding and interpreting the responses. However, an insider perspective 
can also have downfalls. Because I have experience of using this classification 
system myself, I am not looking at the classification system with the new per-
spective an outside may have. Furthermore, I must balance my critical perspective 
as a researcher with the loyalty I have towards Systembolaget as an employee. 

As can be seen in the literature review below, many of the texts about 
Systembolaget consider why Systembolaget exists and whether it should continue 
to do so. In formulating my research questions, I am intentionally staying away 
from this debate, in part because my role as a Systembolaget employee means that 
I have an inherent bias in this discussion, but first and foremost because the merits 
of Systembolaget – or lack thereof – has no bearing on its classification system. 
This thesis will deal with the creation and usage of Systembolaget’s beverage 
classifications, and will leave discussions about Systembolaget’s raison d’être to 
other studies. 

Background 

Systembolaget 
Systembolaget was founded in 1955, and has for the last sixty years been the only 
store where individuals can buy alcoholic beverages over 3.5 per cent alcohol by 
volume. Systembolaget exists for one reason: to “minimize alcohol-related pro-
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blems by selling alcohol in a responsible way, without profit motive.”  The mono3 -
poly is owned by the Swedish government, but run as an independent company. 
Its existence is contingent on the Swedish people’s support of it. As of April 2016, 
support for Systembolaget was high, with 77 per cent of Swedes supporting the 
monopoly’s exclusive right to sell alcoholic beverages.  Systembolaget works to 4

maintain this high level of satisfaction by trying to provide excellent service while 
not encouraging consumption. Although this may sound like a contradiction in 
goals, it seems to be working. Alcohol consumption in Sweden is among the lo-
west in Europe, and satisfaction with the services that the monopoly provides is 
high.  5

It is in Systembolaget’s interest to maintain this satisfaction, and therefore, 
Systembolaget has a customer guarantee (kundlöfte) that promises every customer 
three things: one should always feel welcome; one should always be able to learn 
something when visiting a Systembolaget store; one should always feel that 
Systembolaget sells alcoholic beverages responsibly.  One of the ways the custo6 -
mer guarantee is kept is by how the shelf labels are able to provide a lot of infor-
mation to the customer, whether this is communicated directly or through an 
employee at the monopoly. 

Other alcohol monopolies 
Systembolaget is the topic of this thesis, but is in not the only alcohol monopoly 
in the world, nor the only one that makes use of beverage classification. Both of 
Sweden’s northern neighbours, Norway and Finland, have alcohol monopolies 
that use similar – though not identical – systems of classification. This section as-
sumes knowledge of the classification system of Systembolaget, which is explai-
ned below. 

Vinmonopolet, Norway’s alcohol monopoly, makes use of food symbols and 
flavour graphics. Vinmonopolet uses twelve food symbols. This is a smaller range 
than Systembolaget’s sixteen, although it is interesting to note that they have two 
categories for game: “small game” (småvilt) which refers to hare, squirrel, wild 
fowl and so on and “big game” (storvilt), that is, elk, deer and so on. Food tradi-
tions clearly influence the choice of categories. With regards to flavour graphics, 
these are used in a different way from Systembolaget. Red wine has graphics for 
body and tannins; white wine for sweetness, body and acidity; rosé for body and 
acidity. However, when one searches for wine on their website, one has to choose 
between set phrases – for instance, for acidity one can choose low (svak), medium 
(middels), ample (god) and fresh to very fresh (frisk till svært frisk). These phrases 
then correspond to various values on the flavour graphic. Unlike Systembolaget, 

 Systembolaget’s website > English.3

 Systembolaget’s website > Pressrum > Pressmeddelanden > Finansiell information > “Starkt stöd för 4

Systembolagets ensamrätt och nöjda kunder” (2016-04-26).
 IQ’s website > Fakta om alkohol > Sverige och Europa; Ingela Martenius (2010), Systembolaget: ett svenskt 5

kulturarv, 42. 
 Systembolaget’s website > Om Systembolaget > Företagsfakta > Vision och värderingar.6
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where wine's typical acidity has a value of 9 and only the span of 6 to 11 is in use, 
Vinmonopolet make use of the entire graphic. Beer is categorised according to 
body. Further, one can only search using some of the different graphics; it is, for 
example, impossible to search for white wine according to body.  7

Alko, Finland’s monopoly, make use of flavour types – though they are refer-
red to as “taste style” in the English version of the website – and food symbols. 
Both red and white wine have five categories each, and rosé wine has four catego-
ries, although rosés are only classified according to level of sweetness. These fla-
vour type categories have been developed relatively recently.  As with Systembo8 -
laget, beer is classified and categorised according to production style. Alko use 34 
food symbols, which allows for quite specific food pairings and a more nuanced 
method of communicating with customers. Whereas Systembolaget has one sym-
bol for cheese, Alko differentiates between mild and strong cheeses. As with Vin-
monopolet, Alko have certain food symbols that are regional in nature. One ex-
ample is a special symbol for blinis. Furthermore, although Alko notes characte-
ristics of beverages – for red wine, the body and tannins, for white and rosé, 
sweetness and acidity – there are not flavour graphics in the way there is at 
Systembolaget and Vinmonopolet.  9

This introduction of how beverages are classified at two other alcohol mono-
polies is included to give an insight in the fact that what Systembolaget does is not 
unique, but furthermore to show that in comparison to the other Nordic alcohol 
monopolies, the classification system developed by Systembolaget appears to 
overall be more specific. 

On terms and translations 
This thesis will use a variety of terms that are taken from Systembolaget’s classi-
fication scheme, and will be translated into English. Furthermore, all quotes from 
Swedish sources, and titles of Swedish research, will be translated, with the origi-
nal Swedish supplied in brackets. Unless otherwise stated, these translations have 
been made by the author. Furthermore, many of the comments collected in the 
survey are written in a colloquial and sometimes incorrect style. The original 
Swedish will be reported without grammatical or typographical mistakes correc-
ted. Furthermore, initial capitalisation in Swedish original quotes will be normali-
sed to lowercase without showing this with square brackets. Changes in capitali-
sation and mistakes in the original quotes will not be marked out in order to make 
the results section easier to read. The decision to write this thesis in English was 
made in order to allow my results to be available to a greater audience. 

Within the information science community there is some disagreement as to 
whether or not classification and categorisation can be used synonymously. I have 
decided to follow the lead of Jens-Erik Mai, who has argued that “the meaning 

 Vinmonopolet’s website, product search function.7

 Lilljegren (2011),16.8

 Alko’s website.9
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and usage of terms, classes and categories are embedded in particular cultures and 
traditions and the separation between classification and categorization […] is dif-
ficult to maintain in practical terms.”  Therefore, categorisation and classification 10

will be used synonymously throughout this thesis. 
Systembolaget’s classification of beverages can be referred to by a variety of 

terms. Throughout the text, it is sometimes referred to as beverage classification 
and at other times as a classification system. The last term specifically focuses on 
the fact that it is a classification that is built of several aspects – flavour types, fla-
vour graphics and food symbols. These parts will be referred to as classification 
elements, so as to differentiate them from the classification system as a whole. 

 Mai (2011), 713.10
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Systembolaget’s classification 

Flavour graphics (smakklockor) 
One way that Systembolaget communicates information about the beverages that 
is sold at the monopoly is through the so-called flavour graphics. The Swedish 
word is smakklockor, which literally translates into taste clocks. Clumsy as this 
sounds in English, the rationale behind it is sound: they are essentially pie charts 
where the the experiences of various facets of flavours are divided up in twelve 
starting at the top, like a clock. Because of the awkwardness of the English trans-
lation, I have chosen to use the expression flavour graphics instead, as this term 
conveys the purpose of the figures: they give an indication of the various flavour 
experiences in a graphical form. Beer and wine all use three flavour graphics but 
depending on the kind of beverage, different flavour graphics used, as illustrated 
in Table 1. 

Table 1: Flavour graphics at Systembolaget 

Source: Systembolaget’s website. 

Many of the graphics recur: body is a constant in all categories, sweetness and 
acidity is included in three of them. The graphics of white and rosé wine are iden-
tical. The reason for these recurrences is simple: these are aspects of wine charac-
teristics that the wine and world as a whole is agreed on. One can draw parallels 
between Systembolaget's flavour graphics and the tasting sheet developed by The 
World & Spirits Education Trust (WSET). WSET is a leading educator within the 
wine and spirits industry and have developed the so-called “Systematic Approach 
to Tasting Wine” which is used to develop WSET students’ palates but also serves 
as a tool for professional wine tasters. This protocol prompts the wine taster pick 
up various important aspects of a wine, with regard to its appearance, nose and 
palate, leading the taster to draw conclusions on the wine’s quality and potential. 
Four of the prompts in the palate section are sweetness, acidity, tannins and body. 
A taster is meant to comment on all of these, unless they are completely absent.  11

Seeing as white wine can not be tannic – as tannins come from the skin and stalks 
of grapes, and white wine is never fermented on its skins – it makes sense that 
tannins are not included as one of the flavour graphics for white wine. It makes 

 Wine & Spirits Education Trust’s website > Qualifications > Systematic Approach to Tasting.11

Red wine Body (fyllighet), tannins (strävhet), acidity (fruktsyra)

White wine Sweetness (sötma), body (fyllighet), acidity (fruktsyra)

Rosé wine Sweetness (sötma), body (fyllighet), acidity (fruktsyra)

Beer Bitterness (beska), body (fyllighet), sweetness (sötma)
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sense as well that red wine does not have a flavour graphic for sweetness, as red 
wine is not traditionally sweet. There has been a recent influx of sweeter red wi-
nes and in order to make the customer aware of these, Systembolaget now print 
the sugar content per litre of each beverage on the label (see Figure 1). 

There is a final important point to make about the range of flavour graphic 
values. Although there are twelve steps in each flavour graphic, not all are used. 
With regards to acidity, for instance, the lowest value used is seven for white and 
eight for red wines, as all wine must have some acidity in order to be correct. The 
range of values a flavour graphic uses depends on the flavour experience in ques-
tion and what type of beverage is being classified. A red wine will in most cases 
have a higher value in the “body” flavour graphic than white wine will, because 
red wines are in general more full-bodied. This will be discussed more in detail in 
the presentation of Systembolaget’s flavour types below. Furthermore, a value of 
twelve or zero is never used. Twelve would indicate that the beverage has the 
most possible of the said flavour, which is a hard claim to make. Therefore eleven 
is the highest value in use. Similarly, the lowest value used is one, which indicates 
a complete lack of said flavour, which is why zero is not used. It has happened 
that the scale of a flavour graphic has been altered; the most obvious and recent 
case is that of the bitterness flavour graphic. Until a few years ago, very hoppy 
beers were not available in Sweden, and so, the range of bitterness was much 
smaller. For a long time, the beer Jever (article number 1506) was considered the 
most bitter beer available, and given a value of 11 on the bitterness graphic. To-
day, due to the so-called beer revolution, where the style of beers with greater bit-
terness and a stronger hop profile has spread to Sweden, the scale of the bitterness 
graphic has been adjusted. Jever now sits at a bitterness value of 7.  12

Flavour types (smaktyper) 
The flavour types (smaktyper) are the way Systembolaget classifies their bevera-
ges. Table 2 shows the different flavour types that are currently in use. 

Table 2: Flavour types at Systembolaget 

Source: Systembolaget’s website; official translations of wine flavour types provided by Annika 
Karlsson. 

 Information from interview with Annika Karlsson and Elsa Holgersson.12

Red wine Soft & fruity (mjukt & bärigt); fruity & rich in flavour (fruktigt & smakrikt); spicy 
& rich (kryddigt & mustigt); austere & nuanced (stramt & nyanserat)

White wine Light-bodied & mild (lätt & avrundat); fresh & fruity (friskt & fruktigt); full-
bodied & rich in flavour (fylligt & smakrikt); grapey & flowery (druvigt & 
blommigt)

Rosé wine Crisp & fruity (friskt & bärigt); fruity & rich in flavour (fruktigt & smakrikt)

Beer Ale; light lager (ljus lager); dark lager (mörk lager); porter & stout; special beer 
(specialöl); spontaneously fermented beer (spontanjäst öl); wheat beer (veteöl)
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This classification element places similar products in the same categories, which 
intends to make it easier for the customer to find a suitable beverage. The flavour 
type gives information on the overall characteristics of the product, which help the 
customer make decisions when choosing a wine to pair with a dish. It also makes 
it easier for customers to find wines that are similar in style.  One can note that 13

while the wine classification is focused on perceived flavour styles, the beer clas-
sification is instead based on conventional beer styles. The classification of wine 
does therefore entail a greater degree of analysis, although with the upcoming 
changes in the classification of beer – which is further explained below – there 
will be a greater analytical element in the process of beer classification as well. 

The flavour type of wine is determined with the help of the flavour graphics. 
A red wine that is classified as soft & fruity will, as the name implies, have lower 
values in the body and tannins flavour graphics. Similarly, an austere & nuanced 
wine will have much higher values in the body and tannins graphics. The graphic 
values and flavour types are connected, though one cannot always tell which fla-
vour type a wine belongs to by just looking at the flavour graphics. Tables 3 and 4 
show the typical range of flavour graphic values for red and white wines accor-
ding to flavour type. Rosé wine is not included as the flavour graphics of rosé 
wine are harder to generalise within the two flavour types. 

Table 3: Typical flavour graphic values for red wine according to flavour type 

Source: Systembolaget’s website, product search. 

As can be seen, red wines inhabit a wide range of the body and tannins flavour 
graphic values. To anyone acquainted with red wine, this is hardly surprising. The 
values for acidity stay similar because, as stated above, wine needs to have a rela-
tively high acidity to be correct. Flavour types may be an absolute classification, 
meaning that a wine can only belong to one of the categories, they are dependent 
on the relative classifications – that is, the flavour graphics. For instance, looking 
at the values of the flavour graphics of the fruity & rich in flavour type and the 
spicy & rich classification, these are near-identical. To distinguish between these 
categories, one must instead consider the tasting notes available on the shelf label. 
A fruity & rich in flavour wine will have more fruit-based notes, whereas a spicy 
& rich wine will have more vegetal and herbal notes. 

 Systembolaget’s website > Vanliga frågor > Systembolaget > “Varför är viner indelade i smaktyper”.13

Flavour type Body Tannin Acidity

Soft & fruity 3–6 2–6 8–11

Fruity & rich in flavour 6–10 5–10 8–10

Spicy & rich 5–10 5–10 9–10

Austere & nuanced 8–11 9–11 9–11

Overall 3–11 2–11 8–11
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Table 4: Flavour graphic values for white wine according to flavour type 

Source: Systembolaget’s website, product search. 

As with the flavour types of red wine, it can be hard to distinguish between the 
flavour types of white wine, particularly between the crisp & fruity and grapey & 
flowery flavour types, the latter of which looks similar to the light-bodied & mild 
flavour type with regards to flavour graphics. As with the red wine categories, it is 
important to focus on the actual tasting notes. Although one can see that there is a 
range of sweetness, the vast majority of white wines have sweetness flavour grap-
hic values between 1–3. These values correspond to “dry” wines, whereas the va-
lues 4–7 correspond to “off-dry”. Systembolaget no longer uses these terms in re-
gards to still wine. The designation of sweetness is a topic that will return later on 
in this thesis. 

Food symbols (matsymboler) 
Systembolaget has sixteen different food symbols to give an indication of possible 
food pairings. One of these, the avec/digestif symbol, is only used with spirits and 
fortified wines, and thus not included here. The fifteen food symbols that are used 
within beer and wine classification are displayed below in Table 5. 

Table 5: Food symbols 

Source: Systembolaget’s website, product search. Reprinted with permission from one of Systembo-
laget’s lawyers. 

!  
Aperitif

!  
Seafood 

(Skaldjur)

!  
Cheese 
(Ost)

!  
Mutton 
(Lamm)

!  
Vegetables 

(Grönsaker)

!  
Fish 

(Fisk)

!  
Desserts

!  
Asian cuisine 

(Asiatiskt)

!  
Game 
(Vilt)

!  
Social drinking 

(Sällskapsdryck)

!  
Beef 
(Nöt)

!  
Spicy 

(Kryddstarkt)

!  
Pork 

(Fläsk)

!  
Fowl 

(Fågel)

!  
Buffet food 
(Buffémat)

Flavour type Sweetness Body Acidity

Light-bodied & mild 1–6 3–4 6–8

Crisp & fruity 1–5 3–6 8–11

Fruity & rich in flavour 1–2 5–7 8–10

Grapey & flowery 1–7 3–6 7–9

Overall 1–7 3–7 7–11
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As can be seen, these are generalised categories that are rather obtuse. The Asian 
cuisine symbol is meant to symbolise food from Japan, Korea, China, and others –
food traditions that are widely different. The game symbol is meant to include elk, 
deer, reindeer and so on. The dessert symbol makes no distinction between a hear-
ty chocolate cake or a delicate lemon soufflé. The beef symbol should be as valid 
for filet mignon as it is for steak fajitas. 

The pairing of food and wine – or beer for that matter – is not that simple. A 
chocolate cake does not pair with the same wine that a lemon soufflé would. Loo-
king at the example of Asian cuisine, it cannot be generalised to the extent that the 
same wine would work with sushi and galbi. The accompaniments of the main 
ingredient and the method of cooking are at least as important as the source of 
protein when choosing a suitable beverage. Is the lamb roast served with lemons 
or a chili sauce? Is the wine to be paired with tinned tuna or seared Ahi tuna? 
Furthermore, the cut of the meat also makes a difference. A chicken breast does 
not taste the same as the drumstick; the taste and texture of rib eye is differs from 
that of skirt steak. 
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Literature review 

Systembolaget 
Although there is literature produced on Systembolaget in both Swedish and Eng-
lish, their points of interest differ. Whereas research written in English focuses on 
the wider alcohol culture of Sweden, the Swedish research tends to be more focu-
sed on Systembolaget’s own actions. Overall, there is relatively little research 
done on Systembolaget, which is why this literature review includes a number of 
student dissertations and theses. 

Upon joining the European Union, one of the big issues Sweden brought to 
the table was the continued existence of Systembolaget. Several English texts 
about Swedish alcohol culture highlight this discussion. Tiffany Bergin discusses 
this in Regulating Alcohol around the World, where she highlights the potential 
problems in having a shared EU alcohol policy for the separate EU countries.  14

The recent research report “Public opinion and alcohol policy in Sweden, 1990–
2012” shows that support for restrictive alcohol policy is high and has in fact risen 
by a wide margin since Sweden joined the EU. The authors suggest that the incre-
ased support for the monopoly is due to a greater focus on customer satisfaction.  15

Richard F. Tomasson’s “Alcohol and Alcohol Control in Sweden” gives an over-
view of Systembolaget’s history, from Systembolaget’s forerunner the Bratt-sy-
stem to what joining the EU could mean for the monopoly’s future. He brings up 
drunk driving, youth drinking, drinking patterns and attitudes towards alcohol, 
consistently showing that Swedes’ opinions tend to overlap with those that 
Systembolaget are proponents of.  16

Several of the texts in English question in one way or another whether Swe-
den has a need to regulate the access to alcohol, pointing to the fact that Sweden 
has a low alcohol consumption per capita.  Paulette Kurzer suggests in Markets 17

and Moral Regulation that the Swedish alcohol control policy is too restrictive for 
those who do not suffer from alcoholism, and that “any connection between drin-
king and social harm is conditional and probabilistic.”  Bergin is an exception ot 18

this assumption, arguing that it is precisely because of the monopoly that keeps 
the per capita alcohol consumption down.  19

Swedish research is on the whole more accepting of the concept of Systembo-
laget, although many research questions are phrased in such a way that the study 
does not to take Systembolaget’s role for granted. The vast majority of Swedish 

 Bergin (2013), 74–78.14

 Leimar, Ramstedt &Weibull (2013),478.15

 Tomasson (1998), 496–497, 500.16

 Kurzer (2004), 62; Tomasson (1998), 491–492.17

 Kurzer (2004), 67.18

 Bergin (2013), 78.19
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research is in the form of undergraduate dissertations or master’s theses, although 
there are a few exceptions. 

Angelika Fredriksson’s “No chilled beverages” (“Inga kylda drycker”) and 
Sanna Larsson’s Drink and gamble in moderation (“Drick med måtta och spela 
lagom”) are rhetorical analyses of a widely-distributed advertisement campaign 
from Systembolaget as well as sections of their website. They both conclude that 
Systembolaget successfully combines its mission to prevent damage from alcohol 
with a compassionate rhetorical presentation. Fredriksson writes that Systembola-
get builds “first and foremost an ethos and a brand ... that actually is based upon 
their mission” (“främst upp ett ethos och ett varumärke … som faktiskt bygger på 
deras uppdrag”) and according to Larsson Systembolaget shows a transparency 
that implies “morality, goodwill and wisdom” (“moral, välvilja och klokhet”), 
even if she further argues that their unequivocal negative perspective on the abo-
lishment of the monopoly can cause scepticism from parts of the audience.  They 20

both conclude their texts with the reflection of the dichotomy that Systembolaget 
advertises its corporate brand despite not looking to make a profit and not wanting 
to encourage sales.  21

Jacob Forsberg's and Isak Renstig’s Buy alcohol, but don't drink! (Köp alko-
hol, men drick inte!) discusses Systembolaget’s credibility and the contradiction 
of the fact that the monopoly sells alcohol in order to discourage the drinking of 
alcohol. They do this by an analysis of an advertisement that argues against 
pressuring someone else to drink alcohol. This advert was created by IQ-initiati-
vet, an independent subsidiary of Systembolaget that works for “a smarter appro-
ach to alcohol”.  Forsberg and Renstig conclude that Systembolaget make a con22 -
vincing argument and that they, as well as IQ, are presented and perceived as cre-
dible.  However, it is important to note that the authors are analysing an adverti23 -
sement from an independent subsidiary in order to draw conclusions about 
Systembolaget.  

There are two dissertations that consider Systembolaget’s campaigns against 
purchasing alcohol on behalf of underage people. Lena Lidman and Jonna 
Sehlstedt investigate two of these campaigns in their dissertation “No, that's pro-
bably not how it goes” (“Nä, så går det nog inte till”) and conclude that System-
bolaget’s TV advertisements make exclusively emotional arguments, and a viewer 
would have to visit the campaign’s website in order to receive information and 
advice on how to resist teenagers’ arguments for allowing them to drink alcohol. 
The authors further argue that Systembolaget use these campaigns to strengthen 
their corporate identity as a responsible company and the idea of the monopoly as 
an important part of the Swedish alcohol-political scene.  Amalia Ideborg's dis24 -

 Fredriksson (2011), 34; Larsson (2012), 36.20

 Fredriksson (2011), 36, Larsson (2012), 37. 21

 Jarlbro (2015), 2.22

 Forsberg & Renstig (2015), 30.23

 Lidman & Sehlstedt (2010), 29.24
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sertation “–I think it’s good to play down this alcohol thing!” (“–Jag tror det är 
bra med och avdramatisera det här med alkohol!”) analyses gender stereotypes in 
the Systembolaget campaigns and concludes that there are some gender stereoty-
pes but that the bigger problem is that only a “typical” Swede is shown, without 
variation in sexuality or ethnicity.  25

Systembolaget’s written external communication is another topic that has 
been researched. Malin Stjärnsten conducts an analytical study of Systembolaget’s 
website in her dissertation Systembolaget's role in society (Systembolagets roll i 
samhället) and determines that Systembolaget succeeds in presenting itself as a 
responsible company that manages its authoritarian role well and puts a great 
focus on informing and providing service to their customers.  Linn Pettersson’s 26

How does Systembolaget speak about alcohol? (Hur talar Systembolaget om al-
kohol?) discusses the monopoly’s communication through a rhetorical analysis of 
the now defunct customer magazine Bolaget. She concludes that Systembolaget 
shows their knowledge in Bolaget in the same way that employees in the stores 
do. The result is that alcohol and food are tied together in such a way that it is dif-
ficult to think of alcohol without connecting it to food.  27

Charlotte Agrell argues in The Swedish alcohol monopoly and the free move-
ment of goods (Det svenska alkoholmonopolet och fri rörlighet av varor) that 
Systembolaget might not be able to justify its existence if it was again tested by an 
EU court of law.  This is a work with a number of grave factual errors. She sug28 -
gest that Systembolaget itself decides its opening hours – which is something the 
Swedish government determines – but she also consistently claims that Systembo-
laget has, as a stock company, an incentive to turn over a profit.  29

Joakim Lilljegrens Classification at the Scandinavian alcohol monopolies 
(Klassifikation vid de nordiska alkoholmonopolen), the only previous information 
science dissertation that deals with Systembolaget, is an analysis of the classifica-
tion systems at five Scandinavian alcohol monopolies, focusing on the geographi-
cal classification as well as the flavour types. He concludes that Systembolaget, 
with its 12 000 products divided up in 41 main classes and 71 subcategories, has 
the most detailed classification system – although it can be too descriptive.  Lill30 -
jegren's dissertation was published in 2011 and since then there have been a varie-
ty of changes in both the number of products as well as within the classification 
system used at Systembolaget.  31

Ingela Martenius’ Systembolaget: A Swedish cultural heritage (Systembola-
get: ett svenskt kulturarv), a monograph based on her master’s thesis, is an ethno-
logical analysis of Systembolaget as part of the Swedish cultural heritage. She ar-

 Ideborg (2015), 23–24.25

 Stjärnsten (2015), 25, 36.26

 Pettersson (2012), 26–27.27

 Agrell (2014), 67–68.28

Agrell (2014), 23, 48 60, 66, 69; Systembolaget’s website > In English; Hamilton (2015).29

 Lilljegren (2011), 18–20, 29.30

 Systembolaget’s website > Vanliga frågor > Våra drycker.31
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gues that Systembolaget is attempting to turn itself into a cultural heritage in order 
to retain its position in the mostly de-regulated Sweden. She questions the history 
of Swedish drinking that the monopoly presents, suggesting that Systembolaget is 
trying to make historical drinking seem more excessive than it was in order to 
garner support for the monopoly’s continued existence.  I have not been able to 32

find other sources that confirm her claim that Systembolaget are giving an exag-
gerated view of historical drinking in Sweden. 

One of the few monographs that discuss Systembolaget is Lennart Johans-
son’s The State, the Drink and the System (Staten, supen och systemet). Like much 
of the non-Swedish research, it is a historical review of Swedish drinking culture 
and the politics of alcohol. More in-depth than the English sources, it discusses 
Swedish drinking culture over 150 years, and goes through the various debates 
and decisions of the first 50 years of Systembolaget’s history, all the while consi-
dering if there is something unique in the Swedish psyche that demands this kind 
of regulation. He concludes that the Swedish alcohol market has been uniquely 
regulated for better part of the twentieth century, and it was not until the 1990s the 
market was liberalised, which has led to a more relaxed and continental relations-
hip with alcohol.  33

Finally, Systembolaget has published a number of books about its history and 
about the beverage types they sell, but as most of these are of a general nature, 
relatively old and written from a clearly partisan point of view, I have not inclu-
ded them in this overview. 

Classification beyond the library 
Within information science research, the vast majority of research on classifica-
tion focuses on the classification systems used in libraries around the world. 
Another branch of information science research is the study of classification 
beyond the library, both among everyday items and at a more formal level. This 
thesis will be part of that line of research. In order to put this work into the con-
text of this scholarly tradition, salient themes of this research are presented below. 
This is by no means an exhaustive list of classification in the context of work, cul-
ture and life, but an introduction to the field. 

Geoffrey C. Bowker’s and Susan Leigh Star's Sorting Things Out (first 
published 1999), quoted already in the introduction of this thesis, is a seminal 
work in this field. It investigates various methods of classification throughout 
history and the world, from the international classification of diseases to the clas-
sification of skin colour during the South African apartheid regime, looking to 
“demonstrate the value of a mixture of formal and folk classifications that are 

 Martenius (2010), 11.32

 Johansson (2008), 469.33
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used sensibly in the context of people’s lives.”  Although they show that some 34

classification systems are morally questionable – with racial classification as a 
prime example – they stress that understanding classification systems go a long 
way in understanding the world.  

The largest area of classification beyond that of books is that of people. Bow-
ker's and Star’s work is one example, but there has been much other research on 
how racial classification has been and is being used by governments and other 
agencies. Alice Robbin’s “Classifying racial and ethnic group data in the United 
States” investigates the way the U.S. government has classified its citizens accor-
ding to race, showing that racial and ethnic categories “both created and denied 
identity and access to resources”, as they “unintentionally reinforced historic and 
still present negative ethnic stereotypes”.  Cookie White and Walter G. Stephan’s 35

“The Measurement of Racial and Ethnic Identity” argue that racial and ethnic 
classification can still be useful, because even though researchers find it a difficult 
topic to grapple with, people of racial and ethnic minorities still use the systems.  36

They suggest that in order to reap the benefits of racial and ethnic classification 
without the harmful and problematic aspects, self-identification is the best method 
of classification. As race is a social construct, they argue, self-identification can 
give people a better opportunity to represent themselves, and would be more flex-
ible when the concepts of race and ethnicity evolve and develop.  Yet another 37

study on the classification of race is presented by Peter J. Aspinall in “The opera-
tionalisation of race and ethnicity concepts in medical classification systems”, 
where he investigates how racial classification functions within medical classifi-
cation. Much of the racial attitudes are antiquated and harmful, and he concludes 
that there is a great need to find “better ways of categorising human subjects in 
medical classification systems that take account of the needs of diverse users”.  38

Another popular area of research is how individuals classify and categorise 
their personal life. Christena Nippert-Eng has investigated how individuals sepa-
rate their work and home life by the use of separate calendars and keys for work 
and home, and argue that concretising the rift between work and home “clearly 
betray[s] the extraordinary role played by classificatory frameworks, not only in 
our culture, more generally, but in our everyday, personal lives, as well.”  Pamela 39

McKenzie and Elisabeth Davies have conducted research on how individuals 
segment their everyday life. They use a genre perspective, and suggest that this 
“allows researchers to step away from the binary classification in order to un-
derstand how records are created and used.”  They show that various kinds of 40

acts classify life activities, such as calendars, post-it reminders, inventories and 
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check-ins with other people, but that these do not inhabit an either/or role, wor-
king together to an aggregate understanding of life.  41

Embedded within the classification of life is that of specific aspects of life. 
There have been a variety of studies on how individuals classify their food. Jill 
McTavish has studied understandings of food, health and eating from a domain-
analytical perspective. She finds that within different food lifestyles, there are a 
variety of “thought communities” that influence individuals’ understanding of 
which foods are healthy, for which the current research methods within domain 
analysis are insufficient.  A different approach to food classification is put forth 42

in “Food classifications”, where the authors do not evaluate classifications of 
food, but instead discover what new and existing classifications individuals use 
when talking about food. The study shows that individuals make use of a range of 
personal classifications for food, such as like/dislike and expensive/cheap, as well 
as more generally agreed-upon classifications, such as in season/out of season.  43

Individual contexts were important in the classification process; the same terms 
had different connotations for different people which resulted in different classifi-
cations. This study shows the difficulty of a shared food classification system that 
uses the same terms, because cultural understanding of phrases can be vastly dif-
ferent.  44

This brief overview of a few groups of alternative classification methods is 
intended to show the context of Systembolaget’s beverage classification. Although 
in a much more controlled domain than that of the classification of people, the 
classification of beverages requires the same forced categorisation by identifying 
shared attributes between beverages. Just like one of the studies about food classi-
fication, Systembolaget’s beverage classification system must be able to commu-
nicate with people from all walks of life and therefore speak at lowest common 
denominational level. 

 McKenzie & Davies (2012), 457-458.41

 McTavish (2015), 972.42
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Theoretical framework and methodology 

Genre theory 
Genre theory is a relatively new theory within information science, but it is a 
worthwhile theory to use if one is interested in what information does in practice. 
The decision to use genre theory in this study was made because it ties together 
text with human activity. The interpretation of genre theory given below is based 
upon the writings of Jack Andersen, as presented in his article “The Concept of 
Genre in Information Studies” and in his contributions to the anthology Genre 
Theory in Information Studies, which was also edited by him. 

Genre, as conceived by genre theory, shows not only that information is used 
by people, but also reveals the why and how. To quote Andersen, “a genre per-
spective would not only focus on the people and the production and use of various 
documents, but also stress typical activities in which people are discursively en-
gaged.”  It is a theory with a dual focus, considering both the text – and with this, 45

information – and the person using said text. One can never use a text in a vacuum 
as cultural and historical contexts are always present. Using a text entails being 
“situated in a context with socially and historically developed typified activities of 
producing and reading texts”.  Thus, analysis of text without being aware of the 46

human aspect will not be particularly rewarding. Genre is therefore a carrier of 
context, but it is also a way to organise knowledge and information. 

A given genre or system of genres structure and mediate activity and through this genres also 
structure knowledge. That is, genre is an expression of a particular form of knowledge orga-
nization. Genres organize and codify knowledge in a particular way according to the typified 
activity a genre is part of.  47

Thus, genre theory is tool that is uniquely equipped to provide an understanding 
of classification – that is, knowledge organisation – that is apart from the typical 
library understanding of the term. 

Andersen also presents the concept of “genre knowledge”, one that will be 
particularly valuable to this study. Genre knowledge is the idea that having know-
ledge “of a particular genre means that a person possesses the ability to act appro-
priately within a particular discourse community.”  When considering the re48 -
sponses from employees at Systembolaget, making use of the concept of genre 
knowledge will be appropriate. 
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Applied to Systembolaget, it is clear how genre theory and the genre know-
ledge construct can be useful. Genre theory will also help with the thesis' method. 
Jack Andersen writes: 

Genre studies would start with the genre and then move backward and ask questions such as: 
How did this particular text come to look and be used as it was? What actions, or goals, is the 
text intended to support? Who is involved in producing and using this text? What larger tex-
tual and activity system is the text part of?  49

These are the steps that this thesis will take, walking backwards to the creation of 
the classification system in order to understand how it is used in practice today, 
with the aid of genre theory. 

Classification in context 
Related to the field of genre theory, Jens-Erik’s Mai’s writings on classification in 
context will be utilised in this thesis. In his work, he stresses the importance of 
seeing classifications not as attempts at absolute truths, but as analytical tools for 
understanding objects in a certain domain. He states that “a classification is 
merely one particular explanation of the relationship in a given field that satisfies 
a group of people at a certain point in time.”  Later on, he has developed this idea 50

by explaining how classification should be created: 

Classification work is more than merely matching an item with a certain class and other items 
already in that class; it requires an interpretation of the item, the class, and their relations. It 
requires that the classifier understands the class and the item, and its context.  51

It is important to Mai that there is not one right way to classify, as context plays 
an important role.  He pushes the importance of the fact that classification can 52

not “be created for an organization by an epistemic authority; a classification must 
grow out of the organization. The classification is a typification of the language in 
the organization.”  The relevance of Mai’s writings to this thesis’ study will, to53 -
gether with genre theory, be discussed further on, but it should already be possible 
to see the threads of this theory tying into the classification of Systembolaget. 
Classification is dependent on what is classified, when it is classified, and most 
importantly, for whom it is classified. 
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Primary source material and methodology 
In order to answer the two research questions stated above, this thesis will be di-
vided into two parts: a first part that investigates the choices and rationale behind 
the construction and use of the various classification elements (flavour type, fla-
vour graphics and food symbols), and a second part that looks into how these are 
used in practice by employees at Systembolaget. The first part will be based on an 
interview conducted with Annika Karlsson and Elsa Holgersson, product infor-
mers at the product range and purchase department (Sortiment & inköp), which is 
the department that is responsible for all the sensory testing and classification of 
products. The second part draws its material from a survey sent out to a number of 
Systembolaget stores across Sweden. The aim is to get a variety of perspectives 
from employees at the monopoly and through this discover how and in what ways 
the beverage classification works in practice. 

Interview with product informers 
The interview with Annika Karlsson and Elsa Holgersson took place on February 
12th, 2016 at the Systembolaget’s head offices in Stockholm. Karlsson and Hol-
gersson work as product informers (produktinformatörer) and it is their responsi-
bility to supply all products with flavour type, flavour graphics and food symbols, 
as well as a descriptive text. They were therefore ideal candidates to be intervi-
ewed for this thesis. They have agreed to not be anonymous, as their positions are 
unique in the company and would therefore still be easily identifiable. Questions 
were prepared and sent out in advance. The interviewees made the decision to an-
swer many of these questions in the form of a prepared presentation with accom-
panying Powerpoint slides. During the presentation, I had the opportunity to ask 
follow-up questions or request clarification when needed. Due to the format of the 
presentation, the respondents led the interview themselves. After the interview 
was concluded, I was given a copy of the presentation and was provided with the 
official translations of the flavour types. The interview took just over an hour, not 
including the brief visit in the Systembolaget lab that preceded the interview. The 
interview was recorded and transcribed in order to make sure that there were no 
mistakes in reporting the results and to make it easier for me as a researcher to 
revisit previous statements. Following the interview, I had the opportunity to ask 
further questions and request clarification when needed in email correspondence 
with Annika Karlsson.  

Survey to store employees 
Initially, the second part of this thesis was to be based on interviews with 
employees, but due to difficulty in finding employees willing to meet for an inter-
view and the fact that the employees interviewed would be concentrated in one 
part of the country, it was decided to send out a survey by email instead. This sur-
vey was, after a brief test run at the store where I am myself employed, sent out to 
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122 stores across the country on February 19th, 2016. There are currently 431 
Systembolaget stores, which means the survey was sent out to 28 per cent of the 
stores. A translated version of the questions in the survey as well as the original 
Swedish questions can be found in Appendix 1. The introduction to the survey, 
where the focus of the study is presented, is not included. 

The questions in the survey were both quantitative and qualitative in nature. 
Each classification element – flavour types, flavour graphics and food symbols –
was dedicated its own section, with same questions asked about each of them. Re-
spondents were first asked whether or not they use said classification, after which 
they were asked to recount how they use them. Having numerical data gives an 
indication of a classification’s level of usefulness, while qualitative data in the 
form of written responses gives valuable information about whether said classifi-
cation is useful for Systembolaget’s employees and how the classification element 
is used in practice. 

The goal was to include roughly a quarter of the stores in each county in 
Sweden. In situations where the number of stores was not easily divided by four, 
it erred on the side of caution and included extra stores. Hence, a little over a 
quarter of stores were included in the send-out. The one exception to sending out 
to a quarter of the stores in a county was Gotland, a county where there are only 
three stores. All of these were included, in order to improve the chances of re-
ceiving responses from this area. The decision to send out the survey to a quarter 
of the stores was based on the assumption that a number of store managers would 
not forward the survey to employees but that this would still ensure a good re-
sponse rate. Reflections on this decision can be found below. 

The choice of stores to include in the survey was in part structured and in part 
random. Firstly, the 23 stores that provide tastings were included, as one might 
assume that employees at those stores may have a greater interest in food and 
wine. Once those stores were included, further stores were chosen to make up at 
least a quarter of the stores in the region. These stores were chosen partly in order 
to cover a greater geographical area, but also to include stores of different sizes, 
which is indicated by the stores’ opening hours. Opening hours also give an indi-
cation of location within a town, as stores that stay open until 8 pm are usually 
placed outside the city centre, sometimes closer to larger shopping centres and 
bigger supermarkets. The hope was to receive responses both from big and small 
stores in bigger cities and smaller towns. 

The greatest obstacle in data collection was the fact that I had to rely on the 
person who manages the email account, usually the manager of the store, to for-
ward the survey to the employees. If a manager decided that this survey was not 
of interest to them, they may choose to not send it on. A second issue was enticing 
employees to answer the survey. Although it was short, a number of questions 
asked for written answers. Even though these were marked as optional, someone 
who may have started filling in the survey might choose to close the window ins-
tead of just skipping those questions.  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Study 

Results from the interview 
Unless otherwise stated, all information in this section is taken from the interview 
with Annika Karlsson and Elsa Holgersson and the subsequent email correspon-
dence with Annika Karlsson. 

Purchase process 
Systembolaget selects its products through requests for tender. A group of market 
specialists determine what is lacking in Systembolaget’s current product range 
through analysis of current and coming trends and make a launch plan. This 
launch plan includes requests for tender sent out to distributors and importers that 
work with Systembolaget, where beverages with specific descriptions are reques-
ted. A request for tender could read as follows: a fruity red wine from Australia 
with notes of blackcurrant, plum and black pepper, costing between 90–110 Swe-
dish kronor.  Suppliers have the opportunity to send in beverages that they consi54 -
der match this description. The beverages are then checked that they agree with 
the formal aspects of the request for tender – in the example given above, they 
would make sure that the wine is from Australia and would be placed in the right 
price segment. After compiling a shortlist of all the beverages that meet the formal 
requirements, the assessment stage begins. 

At this stage, three Systembolaget employees, of which at least one is a pro-
duct informer, carry out a blind tasting of the shortlisted beverages where they are 
compared with the description in the request for tender. This assessment stage de-
termines which of the beverages sent in by the suppliers corresponds the closest to 
the offer made by Systembolaget. The wines are given scores according to a stan-
dardised score card, and the beverage with the highest score wins the offer. In the 
example above, the wine with the most prominent blackcurrant, plum and black 
pepper notes should be the winner. Although this is an assessment, it does not 
contain quite the same quality assessment as professional wine tasting often has. 
The winning wine should naturally be of good quality, but the tasting profile in 
the request for tender is at least as important. The goal is therefore not necessarily 
to merely find the “best” wine – a contentious goal in any case. 

After the winner of the offer has been decided, Systembolaget sets in motion 
the purchase requests and product informers start the classification process with 
the characteristics tasting. In order to ensure that the product that won the request 
for tender is of the same quality when it is sold in stores as it was in the selection 

 This is not a real request for tender that Systembolaget has made, but a toy example used for illustrative 54

purposes.
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process, a sample of the winning beverage is stored and compared to a sample 
from when it is to be released in stores. 

Characteristics tasting 
The characteristics tasting is when the beverages are classified. During the charac-
teristics tasting, a collection of usually ten beverages – in general a split between 
wine and beer and in general no more than one spirit – are tasted and conferred 
flavour type, flavour graphic values, food symbols and a written description. Each 
product must be tasted by at least two employees. The various beverages are tas-
ted according to specifically developed tasting sheets, which differ depending on 
which beverage type is being tasted. These tasting sheets are based upon the 
WSET’s Systematic Approach to Tasting Wine. However, in contrast to the WSET 
system, there is no assessment at this point: the assessment of the beverage was 
carried out during the purchase process. The tasting sheet controls the order in 
which the tasting is carried out. The flavour graphics, placed on the top of the 
tasting sheet, are always determined first, followed by the flavour type and then 
the food symbols. The written description is based upon the various aromas pic-
ked up, and in certain cases include information from the flavour graphics. A cer-
tain span of the sweetness, bitterness and acidity graphic values may be reflected 
in the description. A wine or beer with a sweetness graphic value of four will be 
described as “with a little sweetness” (“med liten sötma”) or a beer with a bitter-
ness value of seven will be described as “with obvious bitterness” (“med tydlig 
beska”). Below the flavour graphic values of five to seven, the sweetness descrip-
tion “with sweetness” (“med sötma”) is written, so that when the written descrip-
tion is compiled, the person writing it down will remember to note the sweetness. 
Because an inconsistent classification system is in many ways less useful than no 
classification system at all, there are many guidelines to ensure consistency 
between classifications. The fact that there are instructions on how to describe a 
wine with a particular flavour graphic value is one example of this. 

The tasting is carried out in silence, after which the product informers discuss 
their conclusions. When wine and beer is tasted, there are “reference 
beverages” (“referensdrycker”) that serve as calibration points for the flavour 
graphics. For a red wine this would be a wine with body and tannins values of six 
and an acidity value of nine. It is important that the reference beverage has a 
simple flavour profile, as its sole purpose is to serve as a reference point. This 
tasting is not blind, and the product informers have access to the offer description 
of each beverage. Thus, after a tasting is concluded the offer is often looked at to 
ensure the classification and description of the beverage agrees with what is stated 
in the offer. With regards to the above, the description of the beverage ought to 
include blackcurrant, plum and black pepper in the aroma description, and would 
probably be classified as fruity & rich in body. 

Although it is not common, it happens that the product informers are not in 
agreement on how to classify a beverage, such as a disagreement about flavour 
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graphic values or the flavour type. There are two ways such disagreements are 
resolved. One is to call in an arbiter who gives a third opinion. The other way is to 
attempt to reach a compromise – if, for instance, one product informers wants to 
give a wine a body flavour graphic value of seven and the other wants to give the 
wine a body flavour graphic value of five, both are usually happy to compromise 
and give it a value of six. Tasting is a sensory experience and individual taste buds 
and taste experiences may differ, which means that avoiding disagreements is 
near-impossible. Having a reference beverage helps prevent this kind of disagre-
ement, though it cannot prevent it entirely. This classification is not an exact sci-
ence and is reliant upon the taster's (the classifier’s) taste experience at a certain 
given point. The fact that there are occasions when beverages get reclassified is 
evidence of this. This can, for instance, happen at the suggestion of employees 
who have reported that they disagree with the classification. If there is reason to 
believe that the previous classification was not accurate, it would be tasted again 
and classified in the same process as when it was first classified. Further, wines 
with a vintage designation are always given a new classification in conjunction 
with the new vintage being released to stores, as they may differ somewhat from 
vintage to vintage. In these cases, it may be a slight delay between the new vin-
tage appearing in stores and the new label with the updated description and classi-
fication being delivered. Furthermore, beverages that were classified a long time 
ago can also, from time to time, need to be revisited and if necessary be reclassifi-
ed. This is particularly important if it becomes apparent that the previous classifi-
cation is not consistent with other beverages of the same type. 

There is more information created during the classification process than is 
included on the shelf label. In order for the label to be quick to read and easy to 
understand, it is relatively small and therefore only a certain amount of informa-
tion fits on it. The information that is not included on the label – sensory details 
such as aroma descriptions and colour of the beverage, as well as technical infor-
mation such as producer, distributors, information of production and varietal – is 
available on the Systembolaget website and mobile device application. These spa-
ce constraints are the reason why beverages have at most four food symbols atta-
ched to them. Furthermore, there is a flavour graphic for red and white wine that 
is not available on the shelf label or elsewhere, a flavour graphic which gauges the 
experience of oak ageing. Like much other information, it does not fit on the la-
bel, but it is also, compared to the flavour graphics that are in use, a relatively in-
significant marker for the pairing of wine with food. The information contained in 
the oak flavour graphic is instead communicated in the description, where an oak-
aged wine will be identified and the relevant aromas – chocolate, vanilla, butter 
and so on – are described. Therefore, the graphic is not included on the website or 
mobile application either. The text description is useful, giving information on oak 
character and highlighting sweetness and high acidity, as well as tasting notes 
overall, but so is the information about the sugar content per litre. This value, un-
like that of the sweetness flavour graphic, is based on lab tests and can be particu-
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larly valuable for red wines. Because sugar mellows flavours, a wine with identi-
cal classification as another wine, but with a higher residual sugar content, will be 
perceived to be smoother and easier-drinking in comparison to the drier wine. One 
respondent in the survey suggested that due to the influx of sweeter red wines, a 
sweetness graphic for red wine as well could be useful. 

The history of Systembolaget’s classification 
When attention was turned to the history of Systembolaget’s classification, both 
Annika Karlsson and Elsa Holgersson placed great emphasis on the fact that the 
classification of beverages was developed in order to help customers to choose 
suitable beverages for their occasions. Systembolaget’s modus operandi, as pre-
viously stated, is to keep alcohol consumption down. When the monopoly was 
first founded, high-proof spirits were the most purchased beverage. Apart from 
raising taxes on spirits to cut spirits consumption, Systembolaget also launched a 
campaign to get the Swedish population to choose the less-alcoholic wine instead 
of spirits. This long-running campaign, known as Operation Wine (Operation 
vin), led to a lower consumption of high-proof alcohol and a higher consumption 
of wine and beer.  The way in which Systembolaget got people to choose wine 55

instead of spirits was by connecting wine with food in the public consciousness. 
When asking for a wine recommendation at Systembolaget today, the first ques-
tion would be “what will you be eating?” (“vad ska du äta?”). Systembolaget’s 
beverage classification plays an important role in making the act of pairing food 
and beverages easier for the layperson and helps the customer independently na-
vigate the shelves.  

The flavour graphics were first developed in 1986 and were developed in or-
der to help customers to choose a beverage to pair with food. The flavour graphics 
that were included for the various beverage types were chosen because those fla-
vour experiences are important in the pairing of wine or beer with food. The fla-
vour graphics include three of the basic tastes – sweetness, acidity and bitterness – 
which are all important when it comes to flavour combinations, as well as aspects 
of mouthfeel – body and tannins. The flavour graphics assigned to each beverage 
type, as seen in Table 1, were chosen because they reflect the aspects of beverages 
that are important to consider when choosing what to pair with a particular dish. A 
dish with a high acidity requires a wine with higher acidity in order to balance the 
flavours. A full-bodied wine or beer needs flavourful food so as not to dominate 
the food. If a food with sweet elements is paired with a wine without any sweet-
ness, the wine is likely to taste bitter, so a wine with some sweetness is a better 
match.  As mentioned above, the flavour graphic is divided in twelve steps. This 56

said, the span of values that are actually used varies for the different flavour grap-

 Johansson (2008), 408; Martenius (2010), 48; Historien om Systembolaget’s website > Teman > Kampan55 -
jer > Operation Vin.

 See also Koone, et al. (2014), 167.56
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hics. Bitterness and sweetness covers the entire range from one to eleven. Body 
and tannins covers a somewhat smaller range, three to eleven. Acidity has the 
smallest range of all, seven to eleven. Although this may be strange at first glance, 
there is a logical explanation for this. With regards to bitterness and sweetness, a 
beverage can have a complete lack of said flavour experience, hence a starting 
value of one. Body refers to the weight of the beverage, and there is not a beve-
rage that lacks body – that is, is as light as water. Thus, the graphic value one cor-
responds to the body of water. The same is true of tannins – all red wines must 
have tannins, as it is a natural byproduct of the fermentation process of wine. The 
flavour graphic of acidity, with its comparatively small scale, also has its value 
one corresponding to the acidity of water – that is, none. A wine without acidity is 
faulty, as acidity is needed for a wine to be well-balanced and correct. Another 
reason for this limited scale of acidity is to make it possible to use the same fla-
vour graphic to denote acidity in a beverage type with less acidity without having 
to completely restructure the graphic. There are no current plans on providing fla-
vour graphics to a new beverage type, but Systembolaget want to be able to easily 
do so if such a decision is made. 

Before the implementations of the current flavour types in 2002, wines were 
categorised by other means. Red wine was divided up according to body: light-
bodied, medium-bodied and full-bodied. White wine was categorised according to 
level of sweetness: dry, off-dry and sweet. It was decided this was not the most 
salient way of organisation – and these descriptions were after all reflected in the 
flavour graphics – so it was decided to redesign the classification. One can con-
nect this to Mai’s contention that classification is an explanation of a system that 
satisfies a group of people at a particular time.  The old categorisation of wine 57

was no longer adequate for the needs of the customers, which led to a new method 
of organising wine. The flavour types of today provide a different kind of help to 
customers, as they give more of an indication of pairing with food. A wine classi-
fied as soft & fruity is less likely to pair with a steak than one classified as fruity 
& rich, and crisp & fruity wine is more likely to pair with oysters and lemon than 
a light-bodied & mild wine would. 

Unlike the flavour graphics, which are determined and developed through 
sensory perception, the flavour types were instead developed by considering the 
classic wine regions and their typical flavour profile. The senses still played a part 
in the creation of flavour types, but in the form of the typical sensory experiences 
from the traditional wines of the classic wine regions. Wine experts clustered the 
typical wine types of these areas and through this determined the flavour type as 
used today. For reds, soft & fruity is represented by Beaujolais, fruity & rich by 
Australian wine, rich & spicy by areas such as Burgundy and Rioja wines and au-
stere & nuanced by Bordeaux and Barolo. With regards to white, crisp & fruity 
incorporated Riesling, Chablis and Loire; fruity & rich in flavour is exemplified 
by white Burgundy and similar wines; flowery & grapey covered Gewürtztrami-

 Mai (2004), 41.57
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ner and Alsatian wines; light-bodied & mild covers “cheap Italian” (“billigt itali-
enskt”). However, the actual classification of beverages into flavour types is not 
necessarily dependent on the origin of the wine. Although red Burgundy was one 
of the areas that gave rise to the rich & spicy flavour type, not all red Burgundy 
wines are classified as such, as some are better placed in the soft & fruity flavour 
type. The flavour types are based on archetypes, but the classification of bevera-
ges relies on the individual wine, and each beverage is classified on a case-by-
case basis, although one is, for instance, much less likely to find a rich & spicy 
wine from the New World. Returning to the toy example of the request for tender 
above: if the wine would have been balancing between the rich & spicy and fruity 
& rich in flavour flavour types, it would have been placed in the fruity & rich in 
flavour type because it is from Australia. 

The flavour types of rosé wine were developed more than a decade later, first 
released to stores in the summer of 2015. This was due to market concerns. In the 
last decade, rosé has gained great popularity in Sweden, but because of the great 
financial cost of implementing new flavour types – not only is every product in 
the standard product range to be classified, but staff has to be educated, new labels 
need to be produced, and so on – Systembolaget was wary of starting the process 
of creating flavour types in case interest in rosé wine suddenly dropped. Thus, 
Systembolaget waited until it was certain that interest in rosé wine was at a stable 
level before developing the rosé flavour types. As with red and white wine, the 
traditional wine areas for rosé were considered: the light and herbal rosés from 
Provence are covered in crisp & fruity; the fuller-bodied and sometimes sweet 
rosés from the New World are covered in fruity & rich in body. 

Beer is classified according to flavour profile, which in many cases overlaps 
with the production style. These flavour profiles are not flavour types in the same 
way as the ones for red, white and rosé wine are, as they have their origin in the 
brewing industry itself. The legislation of beer production is more liberal than the 
legislation surrounding wine production, and so curious and innovative brewers 
have the opportunity to develop new flavour profiles. These often take their star-
ting point from an older and well-known flavour profile and put a spin on them. 
An example is the Black IPA, based on the IPA (India Pale Ale) with its strong 
hop profile, but made with heavier-roasted grains than the traditional IPA would 
have, resulting in a dark beer with ample bitterness. The so-called beer revolution 
has made this kind of newer beer styles increasingly common, which is why 
Systembolaget is currently in the process of giving their current classification of 
beers – ales, light lagers, dark lagers, porters and stouts, and so on – an overhaul, 
with more specific sub-categories. There are a number of changes being imple-
mented. These changes will be exemplified with the category of lager. The catego-
ries of light and dark lager will be fused to an overarching category of lager with 
three sub-categories: light, medium dark (mellanmörk) and dark. Each of these 
categories are further segmented. Within the light lager categories one finds for 
instance the international style (internationell stil), German-style pilsner (pilsner 
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– tysk stil), Czech-style pilsner (pilsner – tjeckisk stil), and modern style (modern 
stil). The two pilsner categories are relatively straight-forward, as both Germany 
and the Czech Republic have a long history of pilsner beer – this said, it is impor-
tant to note that the beers in these categories do not need to be from Germany or 
the Czech Republic to be classified as German- or Czech-style pilsner, as long as 
they share characteristics with these respective styles. There is a great differences 
between the other two styles mentioned, the international and modern style, alt-
hough it might be less obvious to the lay-person. The international style refers to 
the style of lager which is the most popular in the world, with a light body and 
low bitterness. The modern style, on the other hand, covers lagers with a much 
heavier hop profile that are closer in character to ales than other lagers.  Thus, 58

when beers are classified according to the new beer classification, there will be a 
greater element of analysis than previously. 

As stated above, white wine was previously classified according to sweetness 
level. In this respect, the classification has changed greatly, as Systembolaget no 
longer use technical wine terms, such as off-dry, to refer to the sweetness of wine. 
This change was implemented in 2014 and the technical wine terms were replaced 
with a description of sweetness – “with little sweetness", “with sweetness”, 
“sweet” (“söt”), “very sweet” (“mycket söt”). This change was implemented 
because EU regulations have restrictions about when a wine is dry, off-dry and so 
on. These restrictions are based on sugar content rather than sensory analysis. As 
Systembolaget assign the flavour graphic value of sweetness by sensory analysis, 
there was an issue of overlap. Systembolaget’s classification was often – that is, 
wines that according to EU law should be called off-dry were often classified as 
sweet. This meant that these accepted terms for wine were no longer helpful to the 
customers, as the regulations meant using another kind of further classification 
which did not necessarily overlap with Systembolaget’s own. Furthermore, the 
EU legislation’s margin of error for when a wine is, for instance, dry or off-dry is 
so large that many wines would be borderline cases. This would add an extra step 
in the creation of the label, as the product informer would have to make an execu-
tive in many cases of where the wine belonged. Sparkling wine, which uses the 
same flavour graphics as white wine, is currently still classified according to 
sweetness level, as EU law dictates that producers of sparkling wine print the 
sweetness level on their product – brut, sec, and so on. However, in order to be 
consistent between similar beverage types, Systembolaget is considering remo-
ving this sweetness classification from the sparkling wines as well. An advantage 
of using more general terms for sweetness is that the same scale can be used in 
different beverage types as one relies upon the flavour graphic’s range of terms. 
Thus, the description of sweetness of beer and cider is done on the same scale as 
that of white wine. This transferability of flavour graphics is meant to make it ea-

 This information is based on a teaching opportunity I took part of as part of my role as a Systembolaget 58

store employee.
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sier to use: once one has understood how the flavour graphic works for one beve-
rage type, one has understood how it is used for all of them. 

The food symbols are to be used to give an indication of food pairings. They 
are not meant to be an exhaustive guide. As there can only be four food symbols 
on a label, a beverage may well pair well with more types of food than those indi-
cated with the symbols. They are to serve as a pointer for usage and for un-
derstanding the wine. If one sees the food symbol signifying game, one is meant 
to understand that it is a rich wine that would probably not pair well with fowl, 
which needs a lighter wine. They are meant to be a general suggestion, not one-
stop answers. Karlsson and Holgersson suggested that they are particularly useful 
for customers who want to make quick decisions and who are uninterested in the 
other information on the label. As with the designation of flavour types, which is 
related to the flavour graphics, food symbols are ascribed to beverages by consi-
dering both the flavour graphic and the flavour type. The game symbol, for in-
stance, requires a red wine with high flavour graphic values that is classed as one 
of the “heavier” flavour types. One would never see the game symbol on a soft & 
fruity red wine with low values for body and tannin, as the character of the meat 
would overwhelm the wine. 

As has been shown, Systembolaget’s classification system is complex, with 
the various classification elements affecting each other. Therefore, it is not surpri-
sing if customers with little wine or beer experience may struggle with them. This 
is where the role of the store employees becomes apparent. Store employees have 
a deeper understanding of the beverage classification than the average customer, 
and thus have the ability to share this knowledge. In the interview, Holgersson and 
Karlsson suggested that store employees should serve as the connective tissue 
between the classification elements and the customer, helping the customer identi-
fy what is important for them when choosing a beverage. In a later email conver-
sation, Karlsson clarified that it was not necessarily the employees’ responsibility 
to teach customers how to use the beverage classification system, but that they 
should make use of the classification elements in order to help, guide and explain 
to the customers how one interprets and connects the classification elements. She 
further remarked that the store employees have great opportunities to learn how to 
use the classification system when they go on courses, which is detailed below, 
held by Systembolaget, but also at store-held tastings and from other employees. 
The product informers further remarked upon the fact that whereas some custo-
mers know in precise detail how to use the mechanical customer interaction and 
beverage classification to find products they enjoy, others do not even know what 
part of the flavour graphic indicate the particular flavour experience. Thus, the 
store employees have an important task in helping these customers to find bevera-
ges that they are interested in and teaching them how to use the classification 
elements. 
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Results from the survey 

Survey population and discussion of representation 
The survey was opened and sent out to stores on the 19th of February 2016 and 
closed on the 12th of March. In total, 29 respondents filled in the survey, distribu-
ted over 19 stores. One store was represented by five respondents; two stores by 
three respondents each and one store provided two respondents. The other fifteen 
stores were represented by one respondent each. This is a low response rate – 15.6 
per cent with regards to stores responding. With 29 responses, the individual re-
sponse rate is lower still. Of course, it is not certain that employees at all 122 sto-
res were given access to the survey. As stated above, it was left to the discretion of 
the person managing the store email to decide whether or not to pass the survey 
on to the store’s employees. One would assume that relatively few stores passed 
the link on, which may be due to a lack of interest in the study, concerns that 
Systembolaget would not approve of the survey, or simply that the email was not 
read. 

Upon reflection, it might have been beneficial for the response rate if the sur-
vey would have been sent to more stores throughout the country, or perhaps even 
all stores. When sending the survey to 122 stores, I assumed that perhaps a quarter 
of the stores would pass on the survey to its employees, and that one or two peop-
le from each of these stores would respond. Extrapolating these numbers, I was 
hoping for 30–60 answers. Due to the nature of the study, I believed that a sample 
size larger than that would get saturated and make it more difficult to analyse the 
results. After sending out the survey, I was soon contacted by representatives from 
two different stores who questioned whether I had sufficient permission from 
Systembolaget to send out this survey. Before sending the survey, I did some rese-
arch on whether there were any barriers to sending out this survey – of which I 
could find none. If I had sent out a reminder, there would perhaps have been a 
greater number of respondents. 

The store employees who did contribute to the survey were spread over most 
of Sweden, from Umeå in the north to Malmö in the south. Of the respondents, 
eight were store managers and a further six were part of the store’s management 
team. Thus, about half of the surveyed employees was part of Systembolaget’s 
management network. Naturally, half of Systembolaget’s employees are not in 
managerial positions, so individuals in management positions are over-represen-
ted in the survey. The survey also asked respondents to share how long they have 
worked at Systembolaget. This information is displayed in Graph 1. 
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Graph 1: Length of employment at Systembolaget 

As can be seen, over half of the respondents have worked at Systembolaget for 
more than 10 years, and three quarters of respondents have worked at Systembo-
laget for at least 5 years. With such a skewed proportion of employment length, 
can this survey’s results be taken as representative for Systembolaget employees 
and be useful for analysis? Let us first consider why employees who have worked 
for a shorter period may have declined to participate in the survey. 

One explanation is that employees with less time within Systembolaget may 
feel that they are unable to give answers that would be of interest in a survey of 
this scope. As part of being employed at Systembolaget, employees are invited to 
attend courses to learn more about the pairing of food with beverage. The first 
course is usually offered in the first four months of employment, but it is not until 
the second course that one is encouraged to think about the beverage classifica-
tions more in-depth. The second course is recommended but optional, and is usu-
ally offered within about a year of when the employment started. Sometimes, it 
can be longer still.  Therefore, employees who have worked for a shorter period 59

of time may not know Systembolaget’s classification system well enough to feel 
secure in their knowledge and respond to a survey about it. 

Another possible explanation is that most Systembolaget stores offer limited 
contracts. Few employees work full time, with mostly employees in managerial 
positions having contracts of more than 30 hours a week. Further, many stores, in 
particular larger ones, have employees who work only five to ten hours a week. 
These limited hours mean limited experience of the beverage classifications, and 
so, these employees may not have found the opportunity to reflect on how they 
make use of Systembolaget’s classification. Many of the people who hold these 
smalled contracts are university students who see their employment at Systembo-
laget as primarily a way to pay the bills, rather than as a passion or a future career. 
Related to this fact, it is possible that more recent employees are simply less inve-
sted in Systembolaget and thus less interested in the classification. This can ex-

 Figures based on an informal conversation with the store manager of my store.59
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plain why a bigger proportion of the sample were veteran employees and indivi-
duals in positions of leadership: an employee who has a greater interest in 
Systembolaget as a company and a concept is much more likely to make a career 
of their job and stay for several years. In the same way, employees who stay on at 
Systembolaget for a longer time are more likely to develop a greater interest in the 
company. 

However, to return to the question at hand, of whether this sample can be con-
sidered valid for analysis and generalisation. Glenn Firebaugh makes the point in 
Seven Rules for Social Research that a small sample can be representational: “We 
can make confident generalisations about a large population from a sample con-
taining only a tiny fraction of that population.”  Furthermore, the type of the sur60 -
vey also affects the sample size needed. A quantitative study tends to need a grea-
ter number of results than a qualitative study in order to produce worthwhile re-
sults. Although there are quantitative questions within this survey, the qualitative 
questions are more important for the analysis. The quantitative elements serve 
first and foremost as prompts for qualitative reflection from the respondents, and 
thus, the number of respondents is not as important as the answers they give. To 
quote Michelle O’Reilly and Nicola Parker, a qualitative investigation “aims to 
gather sufficient depth of information as a way of fully describing the phenome-
non being studied.”  Their article further discusses the fact that striving for a 61

saturated sample within qualitative research does not necessarily mean that the 
results will improve; the value of the sample is “not determined solely on the ba-
sis of the number of participants but the appropriateness of the data.”  If the data 62

is appropriate is determined by whether it can help answer the research question. 
The research question that these survey results will be used to answer is how 

Systembolaget employees use the beverage classification. As suggested above, the 
survey was more likely to be answered by someone who is interested in how the 
beverage classification works than someone who was indifferent. Many respon-
dents have long working experience at Systembolaget and several are in positions 
of leadership, which is means it is likely that the informants are employees who 
are invested in Systembolaget. Furthermore, as the interview with Annika Karls-
son and Elsa Holgersson revealed, there is a correct way to use the beverage clas-
sification. It would be logical to assume that employees who are invested in the 
company know how to use the classification system. Therefore, I believe that my 
sample population is, if not representative of every Systembolaget employee, at 
least representative for monopoly employees who are invested in the company. 
The results garnered from this survey will allow an insight in the workings of 
Systembolaget’s classification and provide for a useful analysis. 

 Firebaugh (2008), 19.60

 O’Reilly & Parker (2013), 195.61

 O’Reilly & Parker (2013), 195.62
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Quantitative data 
The following two graphs show the combined answers to questions about whether 
respondents make use of the classification elements in customer interactions and 
whether they think about how to classify beverages when they taste beverages, at 
home or at work. In order to simplify the comparison between the responses about 
the flavour type, flavour graphics and food symbols, they are presented side by 
side in the graphs. Graph 2 shows the respondents’ use of classification elements 
in customer interactions. 

Graph 2: Answers to questions about whether respondents use classification elements in customer 
interactions 

As can be seen, there are definite trends in the usage of the beverage classifica-
tion. There is not a single respondent who does not make use of the flavour grap-
hics, and only two respondents who only use the flavour graphics sometimes. 
There is a similar response to the use of the flavour type, where the majority have 
responded that they either use it consistently or at least sometimes. Just one re-
spondent does not use them at all. The responses regarding the food symbols, ho-
wever, shows a different attitude. Less than half of the respondents use the food 
symbols consistently, with thirteen respondents only using it sometimes, and four 
people who do not use them at all. 

Graph 3 displays the results about whether respondents think about the classi-
fication elements when tasting beverages, and one can see that there is a similar 
trend with more interest in the flavour type and flavour graphic than in the food 
symbol. 
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Graph 3: Answers to questions on if respondent thinks about classification elements when tasting 
beverages  

Just under three quarters of respondents think about the flavour type and roughly 
four fifths of respondents think about the flavour graphics when they recommend 
beverages. In comparison, a quarter of respondents think about the food symbols 
when tasting beverages. Both the above graphs show a preference among respon-
dents of using the flavour type and flavour graphics over the food symbols. This 
indication is further strengthened by the written responses, detailed below. 

The final question of the survey asked the respondents whether they see it as 
their “responsibility as a store employee to teach how the flavour types, flavour 
graphics and food symbols work”. Graph 4 shows the response to this question, 
which 27 respondents answered. 

Graph 4: If respondents consider it their responsibility to teach customers how to use Systembola-
get’s classification 
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Although one can see trends of agreements in both Graph 2 and 3, in none of them 
are respondents as clearly in agreement as they are in this one. All but one believe 
that it is their responsibility to teach customers how to use Systembolaget’s classi-
fication elements. Even though the product informers back-tracked on their state-
ment that teaching how to Systembolaget’s classification is part of store 
employee’s responsibility, instead suggesting that store employees have a unique 
opportunity to do this, this result suggests that at least the store employees them-
selves believe it is. 

Qualitative results 
In the survey, respondents were asked to describe how they made use of each of 
the classification elements in customer interactions and whether reflections on the 
classifications – whether they consider them useful, whether they usually agree 
with them and so on. In the section about food symbols, there was an additional 
question, where informants were asked to explain how closely they keep to the 
recommended food symbols when recommending beverages to customers. Results 
and primary analysis are presented below. 

Flavour types 
Graph 2 shows that all but one of the respondents make use of the flavour type in 
customer interactions, and Graph 3 indicates that about three quarters of respon-
dents consider flavour types when trying beverages. Thus, one would assume that 
the surveyed store employees appreciate them and that they are of use in customer 
interactions. The qualitative results of the survey mostly support this assumption. 

The majority of respondents seem to find the flavour types useful. Informants 
answered that the flavour types make it “easy to build a discussion with customer” 
(“lätt och bygga upp diskussion med kund med dem”) and that it “is so easy to 
think in flavour graphics and flavour types” (“det är så lätt att tänka i klockor och 
smaktyper”). One respondent writes that the flavour types “can feel a little limi-
ting at times, but they are indispensable in most customer interactions” (“kan kän-
nas lite begränsade ibland, men i dem flesta kundmöten oumbärligt”). One re-
spondent explained that the flavour types “serve as my first selection when I 
choose a wine”, and that as “an indication they work excellently” (“det är dem 
som utgör mitt första urval när jag ska välja ett vin … som fingervisning fungerar 
de utmärkt”). This respondent does mention a point that many of the responses 
that are some less positive share, namely that “the flavour types float 
together” (“sedan går ju smaktyperna ihop med varandra”). 

Many of the mixed responses focus on the fact bring up the fact that the fla-
vour types have a degree of overlap. This is something that Annika Karlsson and 
Elsa Holgersson acknowledged during the interview. One respondent remarks that 
“since flavour types are sensorially set and are not an exact science, it happens 
now and again that we are not all in agreement about in which category the wines 
should be placed”, while admitting that they are “more often in the right category 
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than in the wrong one” (“eftersom smaktyperna är sensoriskt satta och inte en ex-
akt vetenskap, så händer det allt som oftast att vi alla inte är överens om i vilken 
kategori vinerna ska placeras … Men de är oftare i rätt grupp än i fel”). Similarly, 
one comments that “there are wines that are on the cusp in different directions and 
then it is hard” (“det finns viner som ligger på gränsen åt olika håll och då är det 
svårt”). Two informants highlight that they do not use the flavour types in isola-
tion, one saying that the flavour types are an “okay complement but not much 
more” (“ett ok komplement är dom men inte mer”), while another states that the 
flavour type “often give an okay general description of the beverage, but I never 
use the flavour type alone” (“det ger ofta en ok generell beskrivning av drycken, 
men jag använder aldrig smaktypen ensam”). 

Only two answers are negative in full. One of these questioned the need for 
categorising wines: “it is not obvious to me when it comes to me placing wines in 
flavour types” (“är inte självklart för mig när det kommer till att själv placera vi-
ner i smaktyp”). The other respondent believes that flavour types “in many cases 
are too generalising” and that “customers can experience for instance … fruity & 
rich in flavour and austere & nuanced wines as rich [as in the flavour type spicy & 
rich] which can end up a little wrong sometimes” (“dom i många fall är för gene-
raliserande […] kunder kan uppleva t.ex. fruktiga & smakrika och strama och ny-
anserade viner som ‘mustiga’ vilket kan slå lite fel ibland”). This final criticism, it 
is interesting to note, seems to be made from the customer’s point of view: they 
are the ones who may not have sufficient understanding of how the flavour types 
work to make use of them efficiently. The employee who critiques the flavour ty-
pes does not seem to struggle with them. 

When reviewing the responses where informants detailed how they used the 
flavour types when in customer interactions, it became apparent that one could 
divide these answers into two approaches: a practical and a pedagogical approach. 
The answers coded as practical focus on the practical elements of beverage re-
commendation; the pedagogical approach focuses instead on teaching the custo-
mer why a beverage is recommended and how to make use of the beverage classi-
fication on their own. The pedagogical approach has practical usage embedded. 
The informants with responses coded as pedagogical also use the flavour type 
practically, but with a pedagogical goal: teaching the customer more about the be-
verage, the pairing of food and drink and what the flavour types mean. Unlike the 
practical responses, which focus more on the employee’s action, the pedagogical 
responses are more focused on the customer’s reaction and understanding. The 
decision to code responses as practical or pedagogical was based on the fact that 
these categories overlap with Systembolaget’s way of working and their mission. 
On Systembolaget’s website there is a page called “How we work” (“Så jobbar 
vi”), where one can read what one as a customer can expect when visiting a 
Systembolaget store. One of these promises is particularly relevant: 
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When you are in-store you should receive help from store employees. If you ask which beve-
rages you should choose, you have the opportunity to find out more about the beverages and 
get a recommendation. 

När du är i butik ska du få hjälp av personalen. Frågar du vilka drycker du ska välja, kan du få 
veta mer om dryckerna och få en rekommendation.  63

This promise overlaps with the practical approach, in that the store employee pro-
vides the customer with the information required to make a decision about which 
beverage to purchase. The pedagogical approach, on the other hand, corresponds 
with one of the customer guarantee statements, which has been introduced pre-
viously, namely that the customer should always be able to learn something when 
visiting one of Systembolaget’s stores. Although there may be other ways of pre-
senting and coding these responses, the sectioning of responses as practical and 
pedagogical operate in line with stated goals from Systembolaget themselves and 
will make for a fruitful discussion through the lens of genre theory by interpreting 
these approaches as genres of activity. 

The practical usage of flavour types focuses on pairing wine and beer with 
food. One respondent says that they “choose a type that suits the dish” (“väljer en 
typ som passar rätten”), another states that “if the customer wants a particular 
dish, I will first go to the wine with the flavour type that I believe will suit the 
dish” (“om kunden vill ha en viss maträtt, går jag först till det vin med den smak-
typ som jag tror passar bra till maträtten”). Others within this practical approach 
consider the flavour types as a communication bridge between themselves and the 
customer. One employee says that they use the flavour types “if a customer has 
already decided that they want a wine from a particular flavour type” (“om en 
kund redan innan bestämt sig för att hen vill ha ett vin ur en viss smaktyp”). One 
informant uses the flavour type to identify “what type of wine the customer 
wants” (“försöker ta reda på vilken typ av vin kunden vill ha och har då stor hjälp 
av smaktyperna”), and another, similarly, “focuses on what the customer describes 
that they like and what they will eat” (“går mycket på vad kunden beskriver att 
hen tycker om och vad de ska äta”). 

Respondents’ explanation of their pedagogical use of flavour types varied 
from succinct explanations – “with pedagogical purpose” (“i pedagogiskt syfte”) 
and “using [flavour types] to educate customers” (“använder det för att utbilda 
kunder”) –  to more detailed responses. One respondent writes that they  

use flavour types together with the customer partly to understand what they like and at the 
same time to be able to give the customer more from the interaction with me at [Systembola-
get] considering our customer guarantee. 

använder det tillsammans med kunden dels för att förstå vad kunden tycker om och samtidigt 
för att kunna ge kunden mer av mötet med mig på SB med tanke på vårar kundlöfte. 

 Systembolaget’s website > Vårt uppdrag > Så jobbar vi. 63
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That this respondent brings up the customer guarantee, which further supports the 
connection between the customer guarantee and the pedagogical approach. 

Several pedagogical responses report that they explain how the flavour types 
work in order to help the customer help themselves. One informant shows custo-
mers “different categories that suit different dishes so that they learn more them-
selves” (“visar dem olika kategorier som passar till olika maträtter så de själva lär 
sig mer”); another “attempts to explain why that particular flavour type suits the 
customer’s purposes” (“försöka förklara varför just den smaktypen passar kun-
dens ändamål”). Like the previous respondents, yet another informant “explains 
the similarities and differences between the flavour types and what it is that makes 
them suit/not suit different ingredients [and] help the customer make their own 
decisions and understand connections” (“förklara likheter och olikheter mellan 
dem och vad som gör att de passar/inte passar till olika ingredienser. Hjälper kun-
den att göra egna val och förstå samband”). In a similar vein, one answer details 
that they use the flavour types as “a guide description [to] make the customers 
understand how to think themselves when looking for a wine to specific foods”. 

Flavour graphics 
As indicated by Graphs 2 and 3, the flavour graphics are well-used by the survey-
ed Systembolaget employees. None of the informants answered that they do not 
use flavour graphics in customer interactions, and almost four fifths of them think 
about the flavour graphics when trying beverages. The qualitative responses furt-
her suggest the flavour graphics are useful. 

The majority of respondents are positive toward the flavour graphics, several 
calling them very useful (“mycket användbara”, “otroligt användbara”, “jättean-
vändbara”). One employee states that they are “utterly crucial for being able to 
work methodically” (“helt avgörande för att kunna arbeta metodiskt”); another 
claims that they are 

a very good tool when it comes to finding suitable beverages to food … and for knowing 
what one likes so one can find something similar and leave one’s comfort zone but still feel 
confident. 

smakklockorna är en mycket bra hjälp när det gäller att hitta passande dryck till mat. Och att 
veta vad man gillar så man kan hitta liknande och gå ur sin Comfort zone men fortfarande 
känna sig trygg. 

The flavour graphics put beverages in a shared context and helps comparisons. In 
a similar vein, one respondent writes that they are an “easy way to find beverages 
that suit one’s tastes” (“ett enkelt sätt att hitta drycker som passar ens smak”), and 
another writes that they are “very useful as one has not tried all wines that one 
recommends” (“jätteanvändbara då man ju inte har provat alla viner man rekom-
menderar”). Further, several surveyed employees find them useful from a pedago-
gical perspective, stating that they are “easy to clarify for the customer” (“lätta att 
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förtydliga för kund”) and “easy to explain to the customer, particularly sweetness 
and tannins” (“lätt att förklara för kunden. Särskilt sötma och strävhet”).  

Although the flavour graphics are generally appreciated, they are not univer-
sally agreed with. Responses from surveyed employees range from comments 
such as “it is not always I agree” (“dock är det inte alltid jag håller med”), “there 
are wines that are on the cusp, then it’s hard” (“de finns viner som är pågränsen då 
är det svårt”), and that “sometimes I think there is more force in the graphics than 
I think the wine tastes” (“ibland kan jag tycka de är lite mera tryck i klockorna än 
vad jag tycker vinet smakar”). Because taste is so individual, and Karlsson and 
Holgersson themselves acknowledge that the classification of beverages is not an 
exact science, this is not a surprising discovery. One respondent finds them “very 
useful, but sometimes I don’t think sweetness and fruitiness squares up for me 
also body [for] reds” (“mycket användbara men ibland tycker jag inte att sötma 
och fruktighet stämmer för mig även fyllighet röda”). As fruitiness is not a flavour 
graphic, one has to assume that the respondent had a slip of the pen and is actually 
referring to an actual flavour graphic, possibly acidity – this assumption based on 
the fact that acidity in Swedish, fruktsyra, translates literally to fruit acidity. Anot-
her informant mentions that they believe that the flavour graphics give a “good 
overview, but not always completely significant because a well-balanced wine is 
maybe not perceived as sweet as the flavour graphic indicates due to a well-balan-
ced acidity” (“ger en bra översikt, men ibland inte helt signifikanta. Ex ett bra ba-
lanserat vin kanske inte upplevs så sött som smakklockan indikerar pga av väl ba-
lanserad syra”). Yet another respondent appreciates them as a general guideline, 
but writes that “they say nothing without complementing information. Furthermo-
re a lot of them look very similar. It’s not really a scale from 0-12.” (“Som allmän 
riktlinje är dom bra men de säger ju ingenting utan komplementerande informa-
tion. Dessutom ser ju väldigt många väldigt lika ut. Det är ju inte en skala från 
0-12 direkt.”) This is a slightly surprising comment, as the flavour graphic, based 
on the notion of a clock face, is on a scale from zero to twelve. However, the re-
spondent is surely referring to the fact that not the entire span of the graphic is 
used. 

Respondents voice a number of opinions about the sweetness flavour graphic. 
One informant argues that “more or less all white are dry so that one [sweetness 
graphic] feels surplus” (“i princip alla vita är ju torra så den känns lite 
överflödig”). Another respondent suggests that with the recent debate about sugar 
in wine, one can wonder if “there should be a graphic for the red wines and not 
just the white” (“debatten om socker i vin väcker ju också frågan om det ska vara 
en klocka till för dom röda vinerna och inte bara dom vita”).  One respondent, 64

who calls the flavour graphics an “okay tool” (“okej verktyg”), brings up the fact 
that an “acidic white wine can perceived to be very dry although there is a little 

 In the summer of 2015 there was a debate about the high sugar content of many of the red wines sold at 64

Systembolaget. Traditionally red wine has very little residual sugar. In September 2015 the labels for all beve-
rages with residual sugar was changed to show the sugar content. See also Urban Laurin (2015), “Systembo-
lagets rödviner blir allt sötare” and Sara Norell (2015), “Vi inför sockerhalt på hylletiketten i höst”.
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bit of residual sugar and that can lead to misunderstandings”, exemplifying with 
the champagne Louis Roederer, which has 8-11 grams of sugar per litre but is 
described as bone dry (“ett syrligt vitt vin upplevas som väldigt torrt trots att det 
innehåller lite restsocker och där kan bli en del missförstånd. Louis Roederers brut 
premier kan t.ex. innehålla 8-11 gram socker/liter men beskrivs som knastertorr”). 
At the time of writing, the Louis Roederer the respondent refers to has a sweet-
ness graphic value of two, which would not translate dry as a bone, with a sugar 
level of 9 grams per litre. However, these graphic values were assigned to the 
champagne in the autumn of 2015, so it is possible that prior to this the wine was 
described as bone dry with a sweetness graphic value of one, and it is this that the 
respondent is referring to.  65

Respondents are not in agreement on whether they tend to agree with the fla-
vour types or flavour graphics. While one respondent states that “the flavour 
graphics together with the flavour types is what I first and foremost use when I 
choose a wine for a customer”, they also believe that the flavour graphics are “ea-
sier to agree with at tastings in contrast to the flavour types that are more of a flo-
ating marker” (“Smakklockorna jämte smaktyperna är det jag framförallt använ-
der mig av när jag väljer ut ett vin till en kund. Jag tycker ofta att de är lättare att 
hålla med om vid provningar i kontrast mot smaktyperna som är en mer flytande 
markör”), another states that they “usually agree with [flavour graphics], though 
less often than the flavour types” (“jag brukar hålla med om dem, dock mer sällan 
än smaktyperna”). One respondent writes that their opinion is the same as “fla-
vour types, that is, assigned sensorially, not always right, but more often right than 
wrong” (“samma som svaret på smaktyper eg. Sensoriskt satta, inte alltid rätt, 
men oftare rätt än fel”). 

As with the flavour types, responses about the usage of flavour graphics can 
be coded as practical and pedagogical. Again, the responses coded as practical 
focused to a great extent on the methods respondents use to pair wine with food. 
One informant writes that 

flavour graphics have to match the dish. If the dish e.g. is “heavy” one needs a more full-bo-
died wine, if it is spicy one needs a sweeter wine, if it is bitter, one needs a softer wine and so 
on 

smakklockorna måste överensstämma med maträtten. Om maträtten t.ex. är “tung” krävs ett 
fylligare vin, om den är het, krävs ett sötare vin, om den är besk, krävs ett mjukare vin osv 

This response demonstrates the interaction between the character of a wine and 
the character of a dish. Similarly, other respondents explains they use the flavour 
graphics to “find suitable acidity, sweetness, tannins” (“för att välja passande syra, 
sötma strävhet”) and that it “can be a good guidance to see the balance of a 
wine” (“kan vara en bra vägledning för att se balansen på ett vin”). One respon-
dent exemplifies by stating that it is good to “see tannins and acidity etc. a lot of 

 Systembolaget’s website, product search: Louis Roederer Brut Premier (article number 7602; 2016-05-05).65
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saltiness e.g. then we match it with a lot of acidity/tannins/sweetness” (“bra att se 
strävhet och syra etc. mycket sälta t.ex. så möter vi det med mycket syra/strävhet/
sötma…”). One respondent brings up the fact that 

body, tannins and acidity play an important role in the combination with food and how the 
customer describes what they want… if you will be eating Indian cuisine and only want a red 
wine, e.g. choose a rich [as in the flavour type spicy & rich] with low tannins e.g. 

fyllighet, strävhet och syra spelar stor roll i kombination med mat och hur kunden beskriver 
vad hen gillar. Ska man äta indiskt och bara vill ha rött vin, välj ett mustigt med låg strävhet 
tex. 

This respondent uses flavour graphics just as they were supposed to be used, by 
considering them as flavour experiences that affect the pairing of food and wine. 
Several respondents bring up the usage of flavour graphics to prove their recom-
mendation: “to motivate my choice” (“för att motivera mitt val”); “if the customer 
wants a really full-bodied wine it is good to pull out a flavour graphic to show that 
my recommendation is valid” (“om kunden vill ha ett riktigt fylligt vin är det bra 
att dra ut en klocka för att visa att min rekommendation är riktig”).  

The pedagogically coded responses similarly match the equivalent answers 
about the flavour types. Respondents use the flavour graphics “in a pedagogical 
purpose” (“i pedagogiskt syfte”). The act of describing the beverages, using the 
flavour graphics, recurs: to “describe to the customer” (“för att beskriva för kun-
den”); “to clearly describe to the customers differences between different 
wines” (“för att tydligt beskriva för kunderna skillnader på olika viner”); “to 
compare different beverages against each other and to describe the flavour of the 
beverage to the customer” (“för att jämföra olika drycker med varandra och för att 
beskriva smaken på drycken till kunden”); to “give the customer more of a 
description of what they will experience from the wine” (“för att ge kunden en 
mer beskrivninga av vad de kommer uppleva av vinet”). Related to the description 
of beverages is the comparison between different beverages, which has already 
been shown above. One informant says the flavour graphics is their next step after 
the flavour type, as it “is an easy way to compare wines/beer/spirits against each 
other” (“ofta nästa steg efter den generella smaktypen. Det är ett enkelt sätt att 
jämföra viner/öl/sprit mot varandra”). 

In contrast to the practical responses, which focus more on the employee’s 
action, the pedagogical responses are intended help the customer understand the 
flavour graphic. One informant makes use of flavour graphics to compare wines 
and “tries to make the customer see a connection between what type of wine they 
like” (“försöker få kunden att se samband mellan vilken typ av vin de tycker 
om”). Similarly, one respondent uses it “together with the customer in the encoun-
ter to understand what the customer is looking for and what kinds of wine the 
customer prefers” (“jag använder det tillsammans med kunden i mötet för att dels 
förstå kvad kunden söker efter och vad kunden föredrar för typ av vin”). Another 
respondent tends to “explain how the graphics work and how the customers them-
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selves can use them to match dishes” (“jag brukar förklara hur klockorna fungerar 
och hur kunderna själv kan använda dom för att matcha med maträtter”). Another 
“explains what they mean and how they affect how one experiences the wine [and 
that] similar values on the graphics can mean that different beverages are experi-
enced as more similar and so on” (“förklarar vad det innebär och hur de påverkar 
hur man upplever vinet. Liknande värden på klockorna kan innebära att olika 
drycker upplevs mer lik etc”). The pedagogical responses show that customers’ 
interactions with the employees can be much more than just a simple recommen-
dation – it can be a learning opportunity. 

One respondent brings up the fact that customers are not always able to com-
bine the flavour graphics in order to see the full picture of the wine in the same 
ways as, they seem to indicate, an employee is able to. 

Gives guidance in the first stage if you want a light or a full-bodied wine, but many customers 
have difficulties in connecting the three graphics to get an image of the wine. Some want to 
have a light red one, but it should not be “sour”, but in the light red wines there is more acidi-
ty in comparison to the tannins and body, for instance. 

Ger en vägledning i första skedet om man vill ha ett lätt eller fylligt vin, många kunder har 
dock svårt att koppla samman det tre klockorna för att få en bild av vinet. En del vill ha ett 
lätt rött vin men det ska inte vara "surt", men i de lätta vinerna så är det mer fruktsyra i förhål-
lande till strävhet och fyllighet som exempel. 

This statement supports the product informers’ comment that there is a correct 
way to use the Systembolaget classification system, and that customers do not al-
ways know how to do this. The fact that this employee is aware of customers’ so-
metime inability to effectively understand the flavour graphics seems to imply 
that they may also be aware of their pedagogical responsibility to help the custo-
mer see the full picture. 

While considering the practical and pedagogical responses, one can note the 
discrepancy between the division between practical and pedagogical responses 
and the answer from Graph 4, where all but one respondents indicated that they 
believed that it was part of their job to teach customers how to use Systembola-
get’s classification elements. If this is the case, should it not be so that only a 
small percentage of responses would be coded as practical and the overwhelming 
majority would be pedagogical? There are two possible explanations for this. One 
would be that although respondents consider teaching customers how to use 
Systembolaget’s classification as part of their job description, it is not something 
that they do in practice. The second explanation would be that there is a intuitive 
pedagogical strain in the respondents’ interactions with customers that is hard to 
put into words. Because the flavour types and the flavour graphics were develo-
ped to be tools and the respondents are using them as tools for recommendations, 
the second explanation seems far more likely.  
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Food symbols 
In contrast to the flavour types and flavour graphics, the surveyed Systembolaget 
employees make relatively limited use of the food symbols. Graph 2 shows that 
the majority of respondents do not use or only sometimes use the food symbols in 
customer interactions, and graph 3 shows that just a quarter of respondents think 
about the food symbols when tasting beverages. Unlike the flavour types and fla-
vour graphics, it was not possible to code responses as pedagogical and practical. 
Because the responses to the different questions gave the same style of answers, 
the results will instead be reported according to a number of themes that became 
apparent when the respondents’ answers had been collected. The overall indica-
tion is that Systembolaget's food symbols are too obtuse to be of great value for 
Systembolaget’s employees.  

One of the themes that could be identified is the fact that respondents use the 
food symbols to confirm their choices of beverage to the customer. One informant 
states that they use the food symbols to “to show/strengthen my choice of beve-
rage” (“för att påvisa/stärka mitt val av dryck”), another “as a confirmation of my 
recommendation” (“som bekräftelse på min rekommendation”). One surveyed 
employee explains that they mostly use the food symbols “if I want to confirm 
that a beverage suits e.g. meat etc.” (“jag använder mest dessa om jag vill ha be-
kräftat att någon dryck passar till t.ex. kött etc”). A respondent who does not beli-
eve the food symbols for a wine needs to overlap with the food the customer is 
asking recommendations for states that they use the food symbols “mainly to 
strengthen what I have already said” (“matsymbolerna använder jag främst till att 
förstärka det jag redan har sagt. De behöver inte alltid överensstämma med den 
mat som kunden frågar efter”). One surveyed employee believes that the food 
symbols can be “a little governing in the wrong direction” but also that they can 
“sometimes be used to strengthen my choice of beverage” (“kan vara lite styrande 
åt fel håll. Kan ibland användas för att stärka mitt val av dryck”). Another infor-
mant states that the food symbols “work well as a confirmation of a recommenda-
tion, but one can not just follow the food symbols because that says far too little 
about the beverage” (“det fungerar bra som bekräftelse på en rekommendation, 
men man kan inte bara gå efter matsymbolerna eftersom det säger alldeles för lite 
om drycken”). 

 A large proportion of the comments about the food symbols deal with the fact 
that they are general in nature. One respondent calls the food symbols a “crude 
guidance but no truths” (“grov vägledning men inga sanningar”), another that the 
food symbols “are so general that I rarely only use the food symbol” (“de är så 
allmänna så endast matsymbolen använder jag sällan”). In a similar fashion, one 
informant only sometimes uses the food symbols because “in [their] opinion the 
food symbols are a rather crude generalisation” (“jag väljer ibland just för att 
symbolerna är i mitt tycke en ganska grov generalisering”). A number of respon-
dent bring up the fact that the pairing of food and wine relies on much more than 
merely the type of meat. One employee “does not usually” use the food symbols 
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as “it is spices and accompaniments that dictate the choice of beverage more than 
the meat itself” (“oftast inte, det är ju kryddor och tillbehör som styr dryckesvalet 
mer än själva köttet”). Another writes that the food symbols are “not that useful as 
it is often the accompaniments that dictate [the pairing]” and that they are “too 
shallow for most types of customers today” (“inte så användbara då det ofta är 
tillbehören som styr . Upplever dessa för grunda för de flesta kundtyper i dag”). 
One informant believes that the food symbols are “often too wide-meshed when 
you consider the food circle and the flavours on that” (“oftast för grovmaskigt när 
man tänker tallriksmodellen och smaker på denna”).  One employee thinks the 66

food symbols are “relevant in choosing” a wine, but that “the accompaniments are 
more important than the chicken” (“tillbehören styr mer än endast råvaran kyck-
ling men den är relevant i valet”). 

Certain respondents have further reservations about the food symbols, and 
purport not to use them at all. One respondent writes that they do not follow the 
beverages’ food symbols when pairing wine with food because the food symbols 
are “too general to be used” (“de är för allmänna för att kunna användas”). One 
informant states that they “do not think that the food symbols are useful, rather 
they are misleading sometimes” (“tycker inte att de är användbara snarare missvi-
sande ibland”), but does not clarify how the symbols can be misleading. Another 
respondent does not use the food symbols and instead “considers what the custo-
mer will serve with the dish and my own preferences” (“jag går mer på vad kun-
den ska ha till och mina egna preferenser”). Another, who states that they absolu-
tely does not follow the food symbols, instead “listens more to the accompani-
ments and explains to the customer how they affect the flavour in relation to the 
wine” (“nej absolut inte. Lyssnar mycket på tillbehören och förklarar för kunden 
hur de påverkar smaken i förhållandet till vinet”) One informant calls the food 
symbols “far too sweeping and generalising”, and, in the same vein as previously 
quoted respondents, states that “if one has basic knowledge in the pairing of food 
and beverage one know that accompaniments, consistencies of accompaniments, 
acidity and so on play a more important role” (“alldeles för svepande och genera-
liserande…. Har man grundläggande kunskaper i matchning av mat och dryck så 
vet man att tillbehör, konsistens på tillbehör syra o.s.v. spelar större roll”). One 
surveyed employee states that “the food symbols are the last thing [they] look at”, 
and that if they are “certain [they] do not care whether the chicken symbol is there 
or not” (“matsymbolerna är det sista jag tittar på. Och om jag är säker på min sak 
så struntar jag i om kycklingsymbolen finns där eller ej”). 

One employee calls the food symbols “help to self help but only a very obtuse 
tool”, while still saying that “in combination with the flavour types and the grap-
hics they give a good grounds for decision” (“hjälp till självhjälp men endast ett 

 The respondent is referring about the Swedish “plate model” (tallriksmodellen), which is based on the idea 66

that the ideal lunch or dinner plate should have a good balance between various food groups – a greater pro-
portion of vegetables and carbohydrates, and a smaller proportion of animal products or legumes. The closest 
international equivalent is the American food circle. See Livsmedelsverket > Matvanor, hälsa & miljö > 
Kostråd och matråd > Tallriksmodellen.
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väldigt trubbigt verktyg. I kombination med smaktyp och klockor ger de ett bra 
beslutsunderlag”). Another states that they “often but not always” uses the food 
symbols, saying that it “depends on what will be served with the chicken and what 
type of wine the customer likes” (“ofta men inte alltid. Beror på vad som ska vara 
till kycklingen och vilken typ av vin kunden tycker om”). Similarly, another wri-
tes that they do not “necessarily” use or follow the food symbols, as it “so de-
pends on the customer’s preferences and possible accompaniments” (“inte nöd-
vändigtvis, det beror så på kundens preferenser och eventuella tillbehör”). Yet 
another respondent “finds out more about accompaniments, seasonings and pos-
sible chilli heat, which decides which wine I choose, the symbol I see as a poin-
ter” (“jag tar reda på mer om tillbehör, kryddning och eventuell hetta. Vilket avgör 
vilket vin jag väljer, symbolen ser jag som en riktning”). Whether one informant 
uses the food symbols or not “depends on other characteristics of the wine, and 
other information provided by the customer, such as other ingredients in the dish, 
the customer’s preferences and so on” (“det beror på vinets övriga egenskaper, 
och kundens övriga uppgifter som framkommer i mötet (ytterligare ingredienser i 
maträtten, kundens smakpreferenser etc)”).  

Though in a minority, certain surveyed employees appreciate the food sym-
bols. One respondent wrote that they “very much facilitate customer 
interactions” (“underlättar väldigt i kundmötet”), another that they “see the food 
symbols as a support in customer interaction” (“ser matsymbolerna som stöd i 
kundmötet”). One informant states that the food symbols are “good as a guideline, 
but [they] often recommends wines that don’t have the ‘right’ food symbol” (“de 
är bra som riktlinje, men rekommenderar ofta viner som inte har ‘rätt’ smaksym-
bol”). However, even among those who appreciate the food symbols, some sym-
bols are more useful than others. 

One informant who frequently uses the food symbols makes an exception for 
the fowl symbol, because “there it is important to have a collection of 
questions” (“med reservation vad det är mer än kyckling, där är det viktigt att ha 
ett frågebatteri”). Conversely, another responds that it is often the case that they 
match the beverage’s food symbols with the customer’s dish, as “it is not a coin-
cidence that the chicken is there” (“det brukar nog ofta bli så, det är ju ingen 
slump att kycklingen är där”). This respondent, however, rarely uses the symbols 
for game and mutton, because in those cases, “the symbol might as well be there 
as not” (“den stora skillnaden är snarare på Älgen o Lammet. Där kan symbolen 
lika gärna vara med som inte”). Another informant, who thinks that the food sym-
bols are “usually good”, remarks upon the fact that just because a wine has “e.g. 
cheese [as in the food symbol] it does not mean that the wine suits all types of 
cheeses” (“tycker de är bra ofta men tex ost betyder ju inte att vinet passar till all 
ost”). One surveyed employee writes that the food symbols are 

a good way to circle roughly what kind of wine could suit the customer’s planned dish but 
some symbols I look for more than others, and some I disregard depending on what is revea-
led in the customer interaction 
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ett bra sätt att ringa in på ett ungefär vilket vin som kan passa till kundens planerade maträtt. 
Vissa symboler letar jag efter i högre grad än andra, och vissa bortser jag från beroende på 
vad som framkommer i kundmötet 

The theme of the importance of accompaniments returns. One respondent is flex-
ible in their use of the food symbols and reports that they “sometimes deviates 
from the symbols because for instance a chicken dish can be a little heavier some-
times and then one can deviate from the ‘chicken wines’” (“ibland avviker jag på 
av att t.ex en kycklingrätt kan vara lite tyngre ibland och då kan man få avvika 
från ‘kycklingvinerna’”). One respondent states that they do not stay “particularly 
close” to the food symbols when recommending beverages, but adds that “they 
often match even if I do not look at them” (“inte specifikt nära. Men det är oftast 
att de passar utan att jag titta på dem”). Following the same idea, another infor-
mant “tries to make the food symbol match but it is not a purpose in itself for me” 
(“jag försöker se till att matsymbolen överensstämmer men det är inte något som 
är ett självändamål i sig för mig”). 

Although the surveyed employees may not use the food symbols to a great 
extent, they seem well aware of its importance for the customer who may be less 
experienced or comfortable with pairing food and wine – the customers who, after 
all, are the primary audience for the classification system. One respondent states 
that they believe the food symbols are “more for the customers than one who 
knows wine well” (“mer för kunden än för en som kan vin bra”). One informant 
writes that the food symbols are “good in conversations with customers who do 
not have lot of experience with beverages” (“bra för i samtal med kunder som inte 
är så dryckesvana”). Another respondent writes that they often make use of the 
food symbol as the customer “feels a certain security when they see the symbol” 
and that if a matching symbol is not there, customers “tend to be a little 
hesitant” (“ofta för att kunden känner en viss trygghet med att se symbolen. Finns 
den inte med så brukar de vara lite tveksamma”). Another respondent touches 
upon the same theme when they write that “it usually helps the customer to decide 
sometimes if I am in agreement with the customer because otherwise it happens 
that they wonder why I choose a different kind of wine” (“det brukar hjälpa kun-
den i bland att bestämma sig om jag tycker lika som symbolen. Annars händer det 
att de funderar varför jag väljer ett annat typ av vin”). One respondent, who writes 
that they do not “look at the symbols very often because I still know what type I 
should recommend to what kind of food, but it can be worth it to point out to the 
customer how they can think” (“jag tittar inte så ofta på symbolerna utan vet ändå 
vilken typ jag ska rekommendera till vilken mat, men det kan vara värt att påtala 
för kunden hur de kan tänka”). This is one of few examples of the food symbols 
used pedagogically. 

The surveyed employees understand that the food symbols are easy and con-
venient to use for customers. Respondents write that “the customer makes deci-
sions based more on the symbols than anything else” (“kunden går mycket mer på 
symboler än på annat”) and that the food symbols are “important for the customer 
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when they choose a wine” (“de är viktiga för kunden när de väljer vin”). The food 
symbols are “useful for customers who quickly want to match wine with their 
food” (“dom är behändiga för kunder som lätt vill matcha vin med sin mat”) and 
“most useful for the customer to use themselves” (“mest användbara för kunder 
att använda själva”). They also make it “easy for the customers to just quickly 
look [for a wine]” (“enkelt för kunderna att snabbt bara leta”) In this same vein, 
one informant commented that “for us staff I think it is superfluous, but for the 
customer I definitely see a worth in having them” (“för oss personal tycker jag att 
den är överflödig, men för kunden så ser jag helt klart ett värde i att ha dem”). 
Another respondent gives a similar answer, saying that although it gives an idea of 
the wine’s characteristics, it is not as useful as other tools – flavour graphics, the 
wine’s label, and so on – but that the food symbols could well be “helpful for 
customers who want to manage on their own in the store, that the symbols are a 
way for those who don’t know that much about wine to still choose wines on their 
own that suits their dishes” (“De ger ett litet hum om vinets egenskaper, men är 
inte lika användbara för mig i mitt arbete som övriga hjälpmedel (smakklockor, 
vinettiketter etc). Kan tänka mig att de är hjälpsamma för kunder som vill klara 
sig själva i butiken, att symbolerna är ett sätt för dem som inte kan så mycket om 
vin att ändå välja viner på egen hand som passar till deras maträtter”) One of the 
surveyed employees suggests that “uncertain customers need to confirm their cho-
ices with these symbols” (“osäkra kunder behöver bekräfta sina val med dessa 
symboler”), which echoes both the answers from other respondents, but also the 
interviewed product informers. Even though the flavour graphics and flavour clas-
sification may give more precise and detailed answers, the food symbols provide 
easily accessible information. The food symbols, though obtuse, can give an indi-
cation of usage and with it a feeling of security in their choice. 

Summary of results 
Respondents primarily make use of the flavour types as a way to narrow the cho-
ice of beverages and to communicate with customers the overall character of the 
beverage. Some informants indicate that the boundaries between the different ca-
tegories could be diffuse, and that they did not always agree with the choice that 
the product informers had made. On the whole, however, the surveyed store 
employees indicated that the flavour types were an effective tool that was easy to 
use in customer interactions. The flavour types were used by practically and pe-
dagogically. 

Flavour graphic garnered on the whole positive response from informants, 
who appreciated the specificity that afforded by these. As with the responses 
about flavour types, respondents were not always in agreement with the product 
informers’ prescribed graphic values, but that they in spite of this found them use-
ful. Acknowledging that they are more complex in their design, informants indica-
ted that there was a need to teach customers how they work as it was not necessa-
rily self-evident. If one does understand how to use the flavour graphics, they are 
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seen as very useful. As with the flavour types, flavour graphics were both used 
with a practical and pedagogical approach. 

The food symbols are the classification element that respondents were most 
negative towards, and the ones that seemed to be of least importance when inte-
racting with customers. However, several informants also made a point to mention 
that customers found the food symbols useful and that customers often made deci-
sions on what to purchase by looking at the food symbols. Store employees as a 
whole reported that they used the food symbols as first and foremost a way to re-
assure customers in their recommendation, which were made using primarily the 
flavour types and flavour graphics. 
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Discussion 

All systems of classification need to consider and deal with the issue of intention 
as opposed to understanding. Exemplifying with Systembolaget’s classification, a 
wine that the product informers may class as grapey & flowery may by someone 
else be seen as crisp & fruity. In ideal circumstances, everyone who encounters 
the flavour type fruity & rich in flavour or an acidity flavour graphic value of 9 
will understand these in the same way. However, because of the sensory nature of 
wine and beer tasting, there is variance from individual to individual. Someone 
used to tannic wines may find a wine classified as fruity and rich in flavour und-
rinkable because it is too meek; someone who prefers soft wines with little tannins 
may find it unpalatable and too forceful. An acidity flavour graphic value of 9, 
normal acidity, may to one person feel sour and to another feel flat. Being able to 
reach the lowest common denominator is difficult when considering the fact that 
doing so would have to take into account roughly seven and a half million peop-
le’s palate. This kind of standardisation is near-impossible. The goal, then, should 
perhaps not be to find a system that is perfect for everyone, but a system that can 
be used by everyone. Systembolaget's store employees function as the connective 
tissue between the mechanical customer interaction of the classification system 
and the customer that may need help understanding how the classification ele-
ments work. The interview with the product informers and the survey of store 
employees show that the classification elements do not work in isolation; the fla-
vour graphics, flavour types, and food symbols work together to create a full 
picture of the beverage and that the employees in many cases are the glue that 
create this understanding in the mind of the customer. Following the presentation 
of the results from the interview and the study, it is now time to discuss what one 
has learnt and what conclusions can be drawn from these results. This will be 
done with the aid of genre theory.  

Genre knowledge 
Looking at the results, it becomes apparent that the relative usefulness of System-
bolaget’s classification system is dependent on the user’s knowledge of wine. The 
informants’ responses indicate that customers prefer the food symbols over the 
other classification elements because they are straightforward and easy to un-
derstand. The respondents, however, show the opposite tendency: of the classifi-
cation elements, the food symbols are the ones they were most critical of and used 
the least, because they were perceived to be too general when pairing beverages 
with specific dishes. Flavour graphics, arguably the most complicated of the clas-
sification elements, were the ones that were seen to be the most useful, although 
they were not above being critiqued by some respondents. Flavour types were also 
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greatly used, although a number of respondents pointed out that the differences 
between different flavour types can at times seem arbitrary. 

Jens-Erik Mai’s theories of classification in context state that the act of classi-
fication is an interpretation.  Within the context of Systembolaget’s beverage 67

classification, there is thus a two-step interpretation. The first interpretation is at 
the classification level, when the product informers taste and give the beverage a 
classification in line with the various classification tools – the flavour types, fla-
vour graphics and food symbols. This is the type of interpretation that Mai is re-
ferring to. The characteristics of the object being classified have to be matched to 
the set categories of the classification system. Product informers must determine 
the flavour graphics, the flavour type, the food symbol. However, with Systembo-
laget’s beverage classification there is a secondary interpretive step: when the 
customer or employee actively make use of the classification tools. This interpre-
tation, I would argue, is where the employees’ genre knowledge comes into play. 
Before turning to this proper, it is important to revisit the foundations of genre 
theory and connect it to Systembolaget’s classification. 

Understanding classification as genre entails considering the person using the 
classification and the activities it is used for. One is required to pay attention to 
how a person uses the text within that person’s individual context. The beverages 
sold at Systembolaget are classified with a purpose: to help customers choose be-
verages. Andersen further states that genre is a carrier of context. If one considers 
the flavour types from a genre perspective, one can see that they bring with them 
two different kinds of context. Firstly, the flavour types do not only describe the 
flavour profile of the beverage, but also gives an indication of its usage – its drin-
king context. Secondly, the flavour type puts the wine in the context of the wine 
world, as they are based on the flavour profiles within traditional wine areas. The 
flavour graphics function in the same way; they have a purpose beyond just curio-
sity and serve a practical function. Removed from the context it is in – represen-
ting characteristics of beverages that affect the food that pairs well with said beve-
rage – the flavour graphic is only a pie chart. Similarly, the flavour type would 
move from being a tool to being just a description. Food symbols, however, do not 
exist in the same sphere of context, which will be further expanded upon below. 

The survey of Systembolaget employees’ usage of the classification has given 
valuable insight in how the beverage classification works in practice. Although 
most the results have been presented above, I wish to present two further quotes 
from respondents in order to clearly show how respondents display genre know-
ledge. The first of these deals with the flavour types and outlines how one respon-
dent makes use of them when helping customers. 

Partly it is a convenient and effective way to understand how the wine tastes (even though I 
have not tried it myself) and therefore easier to match the right wine to the dish/occasion the 
customer is wanting the wine for. I have also noticed that I with the help of the flavour types 

 Mai (2010), 632–633.67
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can meet the customer in a language that they understand (e.g. this one is more spicy, this one 
is more fruity, which do you prefer?) 

Dels är det ett smidigt och effektivt sätt att förstå hur vinet smakar (trots att jag inte smakat 
just det) och därmed enklare kunna matcha rätt vin till maträtten/tillfället kunden eftersöker 
vinet för. Jag har också märkt att jag med hjälp av smaktyperna kan möta kunden i ett språk 
som denne förstår (ex: det här är mer kryddigt, det här är mer fruktigt, vad föredrar du?) 

The second quote is about the flavour graphics, and details how one respondent 
uses flavour graphics when recommending beverages of different types and for 
different purposes. 

When dealing with uncertain customers I ask with regards to red wine how they want to feel 
the wine in their mouths, and explain tannins’ and body’s graphics and connection. White 
wine/sparkling starts from sweetness and body depending on whether the customer wants the 
beverage by itself or with food. Beer’s bitterness is the most important graphic there because 
inexpert beer drinkers so I always point it out, so they can see how the graphic looks on the 
beers they know they like. 

Vid osäkra kunder frågar jag på rött hur de vill uppleva vinet i munnen, och förklarar strävhe-
ten och fyllighetens klockor och samband. Vitt vin/mousserande utgår från sötman och fyllig-
heten utifrån om kunden ska ha att drycken som sällskap eller till mat. Ölens beska är den 
viktigaste klockan där för okunniga öldrickare så den påpekar jag alltid. att man ska se hur 
klcoakn ser ut på de ölsorter man vet man gillar. 

Both of these responses are pedagogical in nature, focusing on teaching the 
customer more about how to pair food with beverages and how to use the classifi-
cation. However, the way the respondents do this is what is noteworthy. The first 
respondent shows how they use their understanding of the flavour type to reshape 
the elements in such a way that it is easier for the customer to understand, brea-
king down the classification into distinct parts that are more easily understood by 
the customer. The second informant uses their knowledge of how the flavour 
graphics work and shows the workings – the connections between the graphics, 
why one might work with a particular dish and not another, and so on – to teach 
the customer. These surveyed employees put themselves in the customer’s shoes 
and do not take the understanding of classification for granted, instead rebuilding 
the classification so that the customer understands. 

Genre knowledge is, as has been stated before, the ability to understand and 
act appropriately within a discourse community. For all intents and purposes, that 
is Systembolaget store employees’ job description: knowing how to recommend 
beverages with regards to food pairing. The two quotes above show how 
employees can use the classification system on the customer's own level and gen-
re understanding. Further, part of the customer guarantee is that the customer 
should always be able to learn something when visiting Systembolaget – and the 
pairing of food and wine or beer is the most natural topic to learn about. Thus, the 
Systembolaget employees’ genre knowledge should be ingrained in their profes-
sional role, and if one is to draw conclusions from the answers received in this 
study, employees know how to use the beverage classification and use it with a 
purpose. Although certain comments were merely concerned with the practical 
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aspects of recommending and pairing beverages, the majority of answers were 
introspective in nature, reflecting on how their comments would affect and help 
the customer.  

Genred activity with Systembolaget's classification 
Genre theory is concerned with the interaction between text and reader. We have 
looked at how respondents display their genre knowledge, their ability to put 
themselves into the context and how to put the information within the text into 
action. The information found in the shelf label is not just text – it is a tool to re-
ach a goal. Flavour types, flavour graphics and food symbols prompt a reaction in 
the reader; these are not merely pie charts, pictures of animals and lines of text, 
but they are a way to understand the beverage on the shelf and to put it into a cu-
linary context. Again, one can draw parallels to Jens-Erik Mai’s writings about 
classification in context: within the context of Systembolaget, these pie charts and 
pictures of animals serve as classification with a purpose. It would not be possible 
to use another text for this goal in mind: using a wine encyclopaedia would give 
far too general advice; using the wine column of the local newspaper would give 
far too subjective advice. Systembolaget’s classification system has been specifi-
cally developed with the goal of wine recommendation in mind and has, to use 
one of Mai’s phrases, grown out of the organisation. 

A wine encyclopaedia or a wine column have quite a different purpose than 
Systembolaget’s beverage classification. A wine encyclopaedia is concerned with 
generalities, giving information about the typical wine – the varietals one may ex-
pect from a particular region, the flavour profile of a wine made of these grapes, 
and so on. It is not, in general, concerned with the specifics of the wine world: 
when it discusses the Sangiovese grape, it focuses on its role within Italy and dis-
regards its occurrences in, for instance, South Africa. Furthermore, it is more con-
cerned with the classic usage of Sangiovese, as the major part of Chianti wines 
and the one component of Brunello di Montalcino. This disregards the simpler 
Sangiovese wines, made in areas outside the well-known traditional regions. The-
se wines, in general at a lower price point and thus more attractive to customers 
without great interest in the wine world, account for a great part of the Sangiovese 
wines produced. Thus, wine encyclopaedias disregard what is and instead deal 
with an idealised construction of the varietal. Food pairings, when they are di-
scussed, tend to be traditional or general in nature.  The wine column, on the ot68 -
her hand, relies upon the tastes and experiences of the journalist or wine connois-
seur writing. These writers will often have good wine knowledge and taste wine 
according to WSET conventions. Unlike the product informers classifying 
Systembolaget's products, the wine writers will most likely assess and rate the wi-
nes they write about. Recommendations from such writers tend to focus on the 

 See for instance: Wine and Spirits (2012), 62-65, 145-146; Stevenson (2005), 282-283, 619-622.68
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wine on its own, not its role in conjunction with food. Furthermore, one would not 
expect the same specificity and consistency from one wine recommendation to 
another; when a wine writer refers to one wine as full-bodied, it may at another 
point be judged to be lighter-bodied, depending on what other wines feature in the 
same tasting. There is no standardisation within the tasting for wine recommenda-
tions, and it is based on one personal opinion.  

In contrast, Systembolaget’s classification system is standardised with the use 
of reference beverages and makes attempts to be impartial, with at least two voi-
ces that determine the classification elements. These dual voices work as checks 
and balances on one another with the hope of thus ensuring a less biased classifi-
cation. As the results show, those who use the system often, though not always, 
agree with the classification. Furthermore, unlike wine encyclopaedias and wine 
columnists, Systembolaget’s impetus is to curb alcohol consumption, which they 
do through the pairing of food and wine. Thus, it is very much in Systembolaget’s 
interest to emphasise the relationship between food and wine and other alcoholic 
beverages, and this is done even at the level of the classification of beverages. 
Although the elements of classification for beverages describe the beverages in 
question, the intended usage of them is as much concerned with how they are pai-
red with food as with what they taste like. When a store employee connects the 
classification elements with the act of pairing a dish with a suitable wine or beer, 
they are practising genred activity. 

The practical and pedagogical approach, presented above, can be seen as gen-
res that are used in the context of Systembolaget’s classification. They are both 
ways of interacting with the classification elements with a specific goal in mind. 
The practical approach uses the elements to pair and recommend beverages to 
customers in store interactions. The pedagogical approach moves a step further, 
explaining the rationale behind the recommendations and explaining with the help 
of the classification why one beverage may be more suitable than another. These 
two genred activities are grounded in the respondents’ genre knowledge; store 
employees need to know how the classification elements work in order to know 
how to use them in the pairing of food and beverages. The practical approach as 
genre focuses on the store employee using the classification elements in order to 
achieve customer satisfaction, where the customer receives a good recommenda-
tion. The pedagogical approach as genre focuses instead on teaching customers, 
explaining why they recommend a particular beverage and showing how the clas-
sification works and how it is used. Both genred activities take place within the 
same discourse of Systembolaget and work to realise Systembolaget’s goal for 
satisfied customers and the chance for customers to learn new things. Furthermo-
re, if one sees these approaches as genres, it becomes evident that store employees 
help realise the flavour types and flavour graphics as elements of classification 
and beyond their non-contextual existence as merely descriptive elements. Genre 
moves Systembolaget’s classification from theory into practice, making them use-
ful tools for recommendation and teaching customers. 
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Food symbols were not grouped in within the practical or pedagogical appro-
aches. The reason for them not being seen as practical or pedagogical in the same 
way as flavour types and flavour graphics is probably because food symbols do 
not require the same amount of genre knowledge. There is no individual analysis 
when looking at the the food symbols on a label; they are tools that require little 
further thought. As indicated by respondents as well as by the product informers, 
they exist as a decision tool, not for analysis. The genre of activity that would be 
connected to the usage of food symbols is a goal-oriented one, where the goal is 
to find a suitable wine in a straight-forward manner, without a need for great gen-
re knowledge. As long as one knows what the specific food symbol indicates, one 
is able to make a decision. This decision will not, however, contain the nuance or 
specificity that can be afforded by the genre knowledge of how to use flavour ty-
pes and flavour graphics. Above, I have suggested that Systembolaget’s classifica-
tion require a two-step interpretation, but I wish to further argue that the food 
symbols can be excluded from this interpretation. Although one can include the 
food symbol in an interpretation, it is, unlike the flavour type and flavour graphic, 
not necessary. The food symbol is a lowest common denominator, but because it 
can be understood by everyone, it functions at only the most basic level. The more 
knowledge of how to act within the discourse community of Systembolaget’s 
classification system, the less use the food symbol is as a genre of understanding. 
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Conclusions 

This thesis set out to investigate Systembolaget’s classification system, with the 
hope of answering these two research questions: 

• How does Systembolaget classify their beverages? 

• How are these classification elements used by employees in customer interac-
tions? 

This dual purpose entailed a dual research approach: to answer how Systembola-
get classifies their beverages, I conducted an interview with two product infor-
mers who work with classifying new and existing products; to find out how these 
classification elements are used I conducted a survey where store employees were 
asked to detail how they made used of the various classification elements. 

It was revealed that Systembolaget has a specific and standardised system for 
the classification of wines and other beverages. In order to achieve consistency 
within the flavour graphics between different beverages the product informers 
make use of a reference beverage to calibrate the flavour graphics. The flavour 
graphics play a role in the classification of the wine into flavour type, where cer-
tain combinations of flavour graphics and flavour type are impossible. There must 
be agreement between the two elements. It is not, however, possible to classify a 
beverage into a flavour type by exclusively looking at the flavour graphics; the 
flavour type is also determined through the aroma profile of the wine as well. The 
food symbols are the final classification element that is determined, and are de-
pendent on both the decided flavour graphics and flavour type. The three classifi-
cation elements are all intended to aid in the pairing of food and wine, where fla-
vour graphics and the flavour type give more information about the beverage it-
self as well as how to pair it with food and the food symbol gives an indication of 
the pairing of food and wine. 

The sample size of the survey was small, but sufficient to answer the thesis’ 
second research question. The respondents and their responses were appropriate to 
the research goal. On the whole, the surveyed store employees made great use of 
the classification elements. It became apparent that informants made use of the 
flavour types and flavour graphics in one of two ways: practically, where they 
were used as tools to help the employee understand the beverage and make re-
commendations to the customer; or pedagogically, where the employee attempted 
to teach the customer more about beverages and how the classification elements 
work, so that the customer can use these themselves. Through the lens of genre 
theory, one can see that these approaches are two different genred activities, both 
of which are dependent on the store employees’ genre knowledge – their un-
derstanding of how the flavour types and flavour graphics work and how they tie 
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into the pairing of food and wine or beer. This genre perspective shows that 
Systembolaget’s classification is part of a unique discourse community where sto-
re employees serve to realise the classification elements, by using them as tools to 
help customers and teaching customers how to use them themselves. The food 
symbols do not function in the same way. Because of their obtuseness, the useful-
ness of food symbols is inversely related to the user’s knowledge of the pairing of 
food with wine or beer. This means that for the surveyed Systembolaget store 
employees, with their genre knowledge, the food symbols are to a great extent ir-
relevant, while they at the same time acknowledge the importance of them to 
customers with less knowledge of the Systembolaget classification discourse. 

Systembolaget, in its ambition to curb the harm caused by alcohol while at the 
same time selling alcoholic beverages, has made the pairing of food and wine 
centre-stage and developed a beverage classification system that describes beve-
rages while at the same time providing the tools require to pair them with food. 
Systembolaget’s classification system succeeds in communicating with a variety 
of audiences that have different levels of wine knowledge and experience of pai-
ring food and wine or beer through the store employees. Depending on the user’s 
purpose and level of expertise in understanding the pairing of food and wine, the 
classifications may be at different levels of usefulness, but all serve a purpose. 
Ultimately, Systembolaget's beverage classification is a classification system that 
can be used by everyone.  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Summary 

This thesis investigates Systembolaget’s beverage classification, which consists of 
three classification elements: the flavour type, which gives an overall indication 
of the character of the beverage; the flavour graphics, which indicate levels of fla-
vour experience; and food symbols, which are pictures that indicate various kinds 
of food. These classification elements are intended to be used in order to pair be-
verages with food. This thesis focuses on how Systembolaget’s classification sy-
stem is constructed and how it is used by employees, using genre theory as con-
ceived by Jack Andersen and classification in context as presented by Jens-Erik 
Mai. The literature review shows how this thesis is situated in relation to previous 
research about Systembolaget and about classification beyond the library. 

The first part of the study is based upon an interview with the product infor-
mers, who classify the beverages. The interview with the product informers shows 
that the classification system is standardised and methodological: the classifica-
tion elements are assigned sensorially and they are interrelated. Assigned flavour 
graphics affect the choice of flavour type and the food symbols are determined 
through the specific flavour graphics and flavour type. Systembolaget’s beverage 
classification is constructed to be used by customers, and the role of the store 
employees, as indicated by the product informers, is to help customers learn how 
the classification is used.  

The second part of the thesis draws its material from a survey sent out to 
Systembolaget store employees. The survey shows that store employees primarily 
use flavour types and flavour graphics. These are used in two different ways: 
practically, where they are used to recommend beverages to customers; and peda-
gogically, where the goal is to teach the customer about the beverage and System-
bolaget’s classification overall. These approaches are genred activities that are 
dependent on the employees’ genre knowledge, their understanding of the classi-
fication elements and how these work in relation with the pairing of food and be-
verages. Employees do not tend to use the food symbols, as they are seen to be 
too obtuse, though they state that customers appreciate the food symbols because 
they are easy to understand. The food symbols do not require the same amount of 
genre knowledge as the flavour type and flavour graphics, and because of this, 
they are more useful to the customer, who tends to have less genre knowledge, 
than they are to Systembolaget employees, who have more genre knowledge. 
Thus, Systembolaget’s classification system communicates with users of various 
level of wine knowledge and experience of pairing food with beverages.  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Appendix 1: Survey 

Part 1: Introduction 
[Description of the reason for the survey and what my thesis is about.] 

Part 2: Background questions 

1. Which is your position at Systembolaget? 

 Vilken är din roll på Systembolaget?  

2. At which Systembolaget store do you work? 

 På vilken Systembolagsbutik arbetar du? 

3. How long have you worked at Systembolaget? 

 Hur länge har du arbetat på Systembolaget? 

Options: Less than a year, 1-3 years, 3-5 years, 5-10 years, 10+ years (mindre än 
ett år, 1-3 år, 3-5 år, 5-10 år, 10+ år) 

Part 3: Flavour type 

1. Do you use Systembolaget’s flavour type in your customer interactions? 

Använder du dig av Systembolagets smaktyper? 

Options: Yes, no, sometimes (Ja, nej, ibland) 

2. Share how you make use the flavour type when you recommend beverages to 
customers. 

Berätta om hur du använder smaktyper när du rekommenderar dryck till kunder-
na. 

3. Do you think about flavour type when you taste wine, at work or at home? 

Brukar du tänka på smaktyper när du provar vin, i jobbet eller hemma? 

4. Share your reflections on flavour type (e.g. if you think they are useful, if you 
usually agree with them, etc.)  

Berätta om dina tankar kring smaktyper. (t.ex. ifall du tycker de är användbara, 
om du brukar hålla med dem, osv.) 

Part 4: Flavour graphics 

1. Do you use Systembolaget’s flavour graphics in your customer interactions? 
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Använder du dig av Systembolagets smakklockor? 

Options: Yes, no, sometimes (Ja, nej, ibland) 

2. Share how you make use the flavour graphics when you recommend beverages 
to customers. 

Berätta om hur du använder smakklockorna när du rekommenderar dryck till 
kunderna. 

3. Do you think about flavour graphics when you try beverages, at work or at 
home? 

Brukar du tänka på smaktyper när du provar dryck, i jobbet eller hemma? 

4. Share your reflections on flavour graphics (e.g. if you think they are useful, if 
you usually agree with them, etc.)  

Berätta om dina tankar kring smakklockorna. (t.ex. ifall du tycker de är använd-
bara, om du brukar hålla med dem, osv.) 

Part 5: Food symbols 

1. Do you use Systembolaget’s food symbols in your customer interactions? 

 Använder du dig av Systembolagets matsymboler? 

Options: Yes, no, sometimes (Ja, nej, ibland) 

2. Share how you make use the food symbols when you recommend beverages to 
customers. 

 Berätta om hur du använder matsymbolerna när du rekommenderar dryck till 
kunderna. 

3. How closely do you keep to the food symbols when you recommend bevera-
ges? (e.g. if a customer asks for a wine that would go with a chicken dish, 
would you recommend a wine that has the food symbol for chicken?) 

 Hur nära håller du dig till matsymbolerna när du rekommenderar dryck? 
(t.ex. om en kund ber om ett vin som ska passa till en kycklingrätt, rekommen-
derar du viner som har matsymbolen för kyckling?) 

4. Do you think about food symbols when you try vin, at work or at home? 

 Brukar du tänka på matsymbolerna när du provar vin, i jobbet eller hemma? 

5. Share your reflections on food symbols (e.g. if you think they are useful, if you 
usually agree with them, etc.)  

 Berätta om dina tankar kring matsymboler (t.ex. ifall du tycker de är använd-
bara, om du brukar hålla med dem, osv.) 
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Part 6: Closing questions 

1. Do you feel like it is your responsibility as a store employee to teach how the 
flavour types, flavour graphics and food symbols work? 

 Känner du att det är ditt ansvar som butiksanställd att lära ut hur smaktyper-
na, smakklockorna och matsymbolerna fungerar? 

Options: Yes, no (Ja, nej) 

2. Would it be alright for me to contact you if I have further questions about how 
you use Systembolaget’s beverage classification? 

 Skulle det vara okej för mig att kontakta dig om jag har vidare frågor om hur 
du använder dig av Systembolagets smakklassifikation? 

Options: Yes, no (Ja, nej) 

3. Do you want to be informed when my thesis is ready and available to read? 

 Vill du bli informerad när min uppsats är färdig och finns tillgänglig att läsa? 

Option: Yes, no (Ja, nej) 

4. Fill in your email address (if you have answered yes on either of the two ques-
tions above) 

 Ange din mejladress (om du svarat ja på någon av frågorna ovan). 

5. Here you can write down any questions, reflections or comments you may for 
me. 

 Här kan du skriva ner frågor, funderingar eller kommentarer du har till mig.


